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Programming tips plus



age is needed, the right decision has to

be made; which format, which product,

when can it be delivered, at what price?

You need good advice, and just as

important, you need to talk to some-
one who has a large enough range to be
able to offer honest advice. Someone
who can then deliver on time, someone
whose catalogue is fast becoming the

byword ofthe software industry.

Choice, advice and delivery all aimed at

meeting your deadline.

Software Limited...

Because there's more to

choose from, we’re the

only choice to make.

01-833 1173/6
Software Limited

No 2 Alice Owen Technology Centre

251 Goswell Road. London EC1
Software
Limited

Attractive quantity & dealer discounts available



Computers

£399.00

£199.00

£125.00

£99.00

£72.50

£123.45

£108.00

£300.00

BBC B'

Acorn Electron

ZX Spectrum 48K
ZX Spectrum 16K

Sanyo 1
4' Green

Phoenix 14" Green
Phoenix 1 4" Amber
Kaga 14" Amber
Kaga 1 4' Green

Kaga 12" Colour

Delivery £10.00

TEAC Slimline
Disk Drives

100K (40TPI) £155.00

200K (40/80TPI) Switchable £1 75.00

400K (40/80TPI) Switchable £240.00

All drives fully cased with cables and
format disk.

Disk with power supply extra £30.00

Diskettes

3M per 10

744 S/S D/D 48TPI

745 D/S D/D 48TPI

746 S/S D/D 96TPI

747 D/S D/D 96TPI

S/S D/D 48TPI

S/S D/D 96TPI

Verbatim

S/S D/D 48TPI

S/S D/D 96TPI

Xldex

S/S D/D 48TPI

S/S D/D 96TPI
Delivery £1.00 per Item

Cassette Recorders

anyo £28.00

COMPUTER ANSWERS

Word-processing:
a complete range of

packages starting at

£899—including VAT
READY TO USE!

Package comprises: BBC Model B
Microcomputer • Wordwise
• 100K Disk drive • 80 column
printer and free delivery in

the UK! • Optional disk drives

and printers.

Printers

Epson FX100 FT
Epson FX80
Epson RX80FT
Epson RX80T
Seikosha GP100A
Shinwa CP80
Juki 6100

Riteman

Mannesman Tally

MCP40

£430.00

£395.00

£315.00

£395.00

£230.00

£225.00

£129.95

Joysticks

Super Champ
Mini Champ
Ouickshot I

Quickshot II

BBC Joysticks

Emax Professional Joystick £:

Micro Aids Joystick (pair) £

£16.95

£14.00

£9.95

Call for software

Type and Talk

Speech Computer RS232
Interface.

Can convert text into speech
quickly. Easily programmed.
Only £171 .35

Wordwise

Disk Doctor

View
Graphics Rom
Delivery £1.00

£46.00

£33.35
£59.80

£32.90

and BBC £5.95

. . and many other books on BBC,
Electron, Sinclair and Commodore.

COMING SOON!
ACORNSOFT

GAMES/LANGUAGES/
BUSINESS.

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT

Credit terms available

for orders of £500 or over.

Access, Barclaycard, American
Express and Diners Club welcome.

Cambridge
/Microcomputer

Centre

Ordering is easy: Telephone Hotline (0223) 355404.
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Upgrade
Disk (Exec Desk); Utilities.

For want of any better

method, we will cover the soft-

ware in a clockwise direction,

as it is presented on the Wren

On selecting this option a

similar menu to the main one is

displayed and contains the

Time Management,

Addresses, Desk File, Filing,

Calculator, Utility/Backup,

and Finish options.

This system as a whole is

designed to bean executive aid,

an electronic replacement for

the traditional office worker’s

tools such as a diary or calcula-

tor memo pad. It is written in

the
-
C' language, and is (at the

moment) a Wren-exclusive

application package. Certain

features of the system are

active throughout. For

example, the typewriter and
calculator can be invoked from

system. Whilst in use a window
is made which closes when you

have finished. In addition, a

telephone number can be auto-

matically dialled (using the

internal modem) simply by
placing the cursor over the

number and pressing a couple

The Time Management
system is built around a day
diary in the sections, appoint-

ments, things to do and events.

The event file is very useful, as

it not only allows fixed date

fields but also has the ability to

enter wild card dates; for

example, 25,12i“* = Christmoi Day

will prompt every year, and

prompt every month. It also

has good general purpose

search facilities, and can print

out a month in advance listing

all major events.

The Addresses system, as

you would imagine carries

addresses, but in addition,

’phone numbers, group (re-

trieval aid) and comments. It

can also list out telephone

numbers and print labels and
envelope addresses.

The Desk File is an unusual

system, comprisingofa general

retrieval system, and a docu-

ment creation system. The
latter part allows the building

of shells with headings and

input areas to which the system

automatically jumps, which

can be used for memos, agen-

das, expenses (it has automatic

totalling facilities), and many
other applications.

The Filing System is not

D what you would expect by its

name. It is a way of systemati-

cally ordering your manual

filing system; up to nine major

headings can be created, to

each of these a further nine

sub-headings can exist and to

those yet another nine sub-

headings - therefore, a maxi-

mum of999 filing subdivisions

can be created. When some-

thing has to be filed, the system

leads you through the classifi-

cation, concluding with a

descriptive and numbered

labelready for filing

.

The Calculator (which can

be called by this option or any-

where in the system) is a four

function, five memory facility

which can, on command insert

the end result into a document.

The Typewriter, in the same

way as the Calculator, be called

directly anywhere in the execu-

tive system, can control the

dumping of pages, and act as a

simple one line editing type-

writer. The Utility/Backup

routine’s prime purpose is to

create backups and format new
disks, and, when required,

create new skeletons for the

Executive Desk Top functions.

In addition, it allows system

configurations such as label

formats, printer types and
whether the phone numbers

should be preceded with a *9’

(for an outside line) as would

be required in an office

environment.

The Finish option returns

the

systems, so ifyou wish to check

out the speeds of these systems

|

COMMUNICATIONS
The communications'with the

system arc simple and menu
driven. The main menu allows

logging on and off using four

pre-set numbers or manual

dial. There is a sub-menu con-

trol of the range of pre-set

numbers and their descrip-

tions. For example, the Prestel

identity number is not stored

on disk, but in the CMOS
RAM for security reasons but

can be changed as required.

Once on line, frames can be

viewed in the normal way and

can be saved for future use.

When off-line these frames can

be re-viewed from a disk file.

With the addition of a suitable

printer, hard copy of the

frames is possible.

Program down loading (tele-

software) is available and a

number ofWren programs are

already on Micronet 800 (see

Prestel page 600). The Wren is

also capable of message prep-

aration, sending and receiving.

The colour graphics of Prestel

are represented on the Wren
screen in ‘grey’ tones, but full

colour is possible by the addi-

tion of a suitable monitor

(RGB) or a converter (RGB to

RF) and anormal colourTV.
Programming is a facility to

load BBC Basic (Z80 version)

entry—and as a whole the

system fulfilled its function.

However, there were one or

two slight anomilies and bugs

(but this is to be expected so

early in a system's life): pages

in the address system can have

both a ‘blank’ for the name or

two pages the same name.

There is also some slightly

’loose’ handling of screen up-
dates: for example, after a cal-

culator has been called and

cleared some of the box edges

of say the diary page may be

lost. The data is not corrupted

in any way nor is the useage

affected, but it leaves a rather

untidy impression.

Two features which would

appear to exist, were the ability

to take a ’phone number from

the address file into the diary to

build up a list of calls to be

made for the ‘to do’ list, andthe

ability to list off the complete

diary for a number of weeks

ahead. In the time available we
were not able to fill the

tion of Basic programs. The
manual provides a summary of

theadded commands unique to

the BBC interpreter over and

aboveMBasic.

The Disk Copy (Exec Desk)

and Format Disk (Exec Desk)

utilities are provided to menu
drive formating and disk copy-

ing (the latter formats prior to

copy). Both work well, but lack

an obvious exit option at the

start should you enter them by

mistake.

A utility menu is provided to

interface with CP/M to menu
drive its functions such as

rename, which makes life

much easier for the first time

user. In addition, some
features often only found on
the more up-market systems

are provided, such as Design

Characters Sets, Define Keys

and Configure System.

CP/M 3.0 (sometimes

known as CP/M plus), the

operating system supplied, is

the most advanced 8-bit ver-

sion from the Digital Research

stable. This arrived a while

after the 1 6-bit versionssuch as

CP/M 86, illustrating the

company’s continuing (

mitment to 8-bit machines. It

offers considerable improve-

ments and added facilities over

the CP/M 80 system v

2.2. The first noticeable

advance is the increased speed

oftherandom file disk access.

Included along with the

Wren user guide are the three

‘Perfect’ manuals; it is also

possible to purchase the full

CP/M 3.0 manual, an in-depth

guide toBBC Basic andaWren

technical manual. The u

guide introduces the hardware

and basic concepts, providesan

overview of the ‘Perfect’ si

'

and in-depth coverage of

Communication and Executive

Desk Top options. A section is

devoted to the operating

system and sufficient inft

mation is provided (if y
already program in Basic) t

'

sic. Th
rovidin_

mation for the first til

and reference information for

the more experienced. It w
one of the few manuals that

covered the very important

area ofbackup and security.

The only obvious criticism

of the Wren is that it is not 16-

bit -but if it is speed you’re

wanting, then you will have to

think again after consulting the

benchmarks-the Wren bcai

some of its so called faster If

bit relatives.

When considering a machine

to compare it to the only oi

that seemed appropriate w
the IBM PC. Both machines

are ideal for business at

can still be used for home and

‘fun’ uses. They both h

mainstream serious operating

systems and yet e

colour sound and joystick

capability

So the Wren is a machine

with a wealth of features at

good price which is ideally

suited to a wide range of appli-

cations, and equally as good

operating as a desk I

business system for serii

applications, as it would a

fun homemachine.

By Eric Bagshaw of t

National Computer Centre.

Prism Business Systems,

Prism House.

18-29MoroSt,

London EC1V8BT,

Tel, (Oil 2S32277.

Transom Computer Products,

59/61 Theobald's Rd,

London WC1X8SF.

Tel, 101)404 4554.
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Dot-matrix
COMESOFAGE

A new generation ofdot-matrix printers have

gone some way to overcoming many of the

traditional shortcomings associated with
the machines. Latest models on the market are not

only able to produce colour graphics, but also (on

some) print that’s smart enough to impress even the

most fastidious bank manager.
In the January issue of Computer Answers we saw

how daisywheel printers are excellent for produc-

ing smart print, but because of the way they pro-

duce an image on paper they're not suitable for

drawing graphics. If you want to produce nice

screen dumps and pretty printouts, as well as text,

the type of printer used will have to be a dot-matrix,

inkjetorthermal type.

Unlike daisywheel printers, which print using a

hammer to strike an arm with the character on it,

(see Computer Answers
,
January ’84 issue), dot-

matrix printers use a matrix, or ‘mesh’ grid. By
forcing pins through the grid andonto a ribbon, the

dot matrix printer can produce virtually any shape,

not being confined to any set characters. As the res-

olution of print depends on how close together the

holes on the grid are, or how many pins the head

uses, the print is not usually letter quality, although

reasonably acceptable.

Epson is the name most people associate with
robust budget printers, and recently it has launched

a new machine in the form of the LQ1 500.

The LQ is a real beast, and its size, as well as a

price of£1,265, will prevent most people using it as

a table top printer sat next to their micro. All the

features anyone could want have been included on
it - enlarged and condensed print, italics, near letter

quality print mode, proportional spacing (import-

ant when producing letters), and a facility allowing

user defined character sets to be downloaded.

The machine is quite complex, so Epson supply

with it a suitably comprehensive manual that rivals

War and Peace for size. Every feature is explained

in detail, and starting off with the machine is very

straightforward. Like the daisywheel printers

looked at in the January issue, all the special effects

on the LQ1500 areexecuted through ESCAPE codes,

as we used a BBC Micro with the printer, all the

ESCAPE codes took the form of VDU statements.

Although these can look a little mind-boggling and
long winded, they are quite easy to use after a bit of

practice. All the commands used are placed in a

VDU 1 statement, the code that causes the next

character to be sent to the printer.

The print head of the LQ uses cither 24 or8 pins.

In the former mode, near letter-quality print can be

obtained, as good as some daisywheels (see Fig. 3);

but on close inspection it does tend to smudge a

littleand becomefuzzyaround the edges. However,
as far as dot matrix printers go, the quality is great.

Should you not want to print at near letter quality.

GP700A - nice looks,

shams about the print;

right: Rainbow rising with

tho Integrox colourjet;

below: Taxan/Kaga -

(for example, if you want a fast print out) there is a

draft print mode that prints at 200 cps rather than 67;

a vast improvement, though the print is very dotty.

One feature that stands out on the LQ, as well as

the near letter quality print, is the ability to accept

user-defined characters and mix them with charac-

ter codes already used. Up to 128 user defined

characters can be downloaded to the printer and
stored in its RAM (the RAM is not normally used

by the printer as it usually accesses its characters

fromoneofeight character sets it has in ROM).
Before defining a character, a location in RAM

must be stated to tell the printer where in memory
it is to be stored. Once the location is specified and
the character designed, it can be sent to the printer.

It is not possible to print the character until the

stored. This isdone using anotherESCAPE code ESC

COMPUTER ANSWERS
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Upgrade

DISK DRIVESUPPLIERS:
Acorn Computers,

Fulton Road,

Cambridge CB1 4JN.

Tel: (0223) 24500.
ITl Kathmill,

The Old Courthouse,

New Road,

Chatham,

Kent ME4 4QJ.

Tel: (0634) 81 5464.

Northern Computers,

Churchfleld Road,

Frodsham,

Cheshire WA6 6RD.

Tel: (0928) 35110
Opus Supplies,

158 Camberwell Road,

London SE5 0EE.

Tel: (01) 701 8668.

Pace Disk Systems,

92 New Cross Street,

Bradford BD5 8DS.

Tel: (0274) 729306.

Premier Microsystems,

208 Crydon Road,

London SE20 7YX.

Tel: (01 (659 71 31/778
1706

Watford Electronics,

Dept BBC,

Cardiff Road,

. 0 Watford, Herts.

1 8 Tel: (0923) 40588.
COMPUTER ANSWERS

DRIVEAHEAD
WITHDISKS

LIFE- BUT WHICH IS THE BEST FOR EACH SYSTEM ? WEFOUND OUT. .

.

D isk drives can change the whole character of

your micro - not only do they provide fast

access to masses of data, but with a good

DOS, can give a machine a new lease of life. Com-
pactand efficient, they can free you from the drag of

In the last issue of Computer Answers, we took a

look at waysof linking disk drives to the morepopu-

icros, so let’s take a closer view of the drives

themselves. The systems we'll be looking at are

those with a 34-way pin connector, the BBC, and

the Spectrum (with disk interface).

Since the early days of the home/office micro, the

51 inch disk has been regarded as the most popular

standard, but this is now being superseded by the 3

inch and 3J inch drive . Mostofthe popularity of the
smaller drive comes from its compact design, but

there is an advantage that 3 inch disks have over

their larger relatives - that of strength. Unlike

larger drives, 3 inch ones use disks that arc housed

‘n a sturdy plastic jacket, protected from prying

fingers and the hazards ofbending.

The Micro Pulse, from Northern Computers, is

one such toughie housed ina strong metal case with

Northern Computer’s own plastic front. The 3 inch

Hitachi drive comes complete with all power cables,

utilities disk and an interesting little piece of soft-

ware called the Mirror. The Micro Pulse is compat-

ible with the Acorn interface, so there are no hassles

trying to getaDFS ROM,
The capacity of the 3 inch drives compares

favourably with that of the larger ones. For

nee, when a disk is formatted to 40 tracks on

the Micro Pulse, the capacity per side of a double

sided disk is 100K bytes. This increases to 200K

when it is formatted for 80 tracks. As with larger

disks, those on the Micro Pulse are split up
sectors of256K bytes, usual for a BBC disk.

If your Beeb has the Acorn DFS, you will also

have the Acorn utilities disk, but on a 5J inch disk.

As a result, a utilities disk supplied with the Micro

Pulse has all the formatting and verifying programs

on it. These include both 40 and 80 track versions.

If, on the other hand, you have the Watford Elec-

tronics or Pace AMCOM DFS, then there is no

need for a utilities disk, as everything is contained

inROM.
The Mirror, an intriguing utility, enables the

user to transfer virtually any BBC program from

cassette to disk; something which no otherDOS (to

our knowledge) offers. By following three easy

steps, programs could be loaded hassle-free, with

no messing around with sound levels, and at a far

higher speed.

After tOADing the Mirror, the user is asked the
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AN800K
DISC DRIVE SYSTEM.
A RECORD £380.

If you're upgrading your BBC Micro to a doubles the capacityofyour drive, giving

disc system, you can get unbeatable value from you an 800K system for only£379-95-
Opus. And that includesVAT and carriage.

For instance, you can buy an Opus 5800 Our Double Density Interface can
drive with 400K single density, for only be supplied with any of the disc drives

£259-95- listedbelow.And it is not available any-

And for only£120 extra,we’ll give you our where else exceptOpus,
new double density disc interface. To place your ordei; post the

Specially developed by us, it effectively coupon or buy direct at our showroom.



c-v.

Wjr

fllkio Disk/
Computer supplies for the end-user

LOWEST PRICES FORHIGHEST QUALITY PRODUCTS

rnaxell FLOPPY DISKS prices from £22.50 per box

© Dysan. FLOPPY DISKS prices from £22 . 50 per box

MEMOREX FLOPPY DISKS prices from £20.50 per box

Ribbons (over 50 varieties in stock)

Multistrike High Capacity Ribbons £1.95 each!!

Diablo/Qume Daisywheels only £3.95 each !

!

NO MIDDLE MEN! NO FRILLS! STRAIGHT FROMTHEWAREHOUSE!

099023002/3
M.C.D. LTD WILBURN' HOUSE, LONDON RD, SUNNINGDALE, BERKS SL5 OER

AND NOW-FOR BBCOWNERS - SOMETHING COMPLETELYDIFFERENT

BYTE DRIVE 500
THE BEEB!

ITL’s Byte Drive 500 3* FD.D. has

already done wonders for Oric. Now
for BBC Model B (with D.F.S.) we can

offer a proven system consisting of:

* DRIVE UNIT * INTERFACE CABLE

* ZAP SOFTWARE PACKAGE * MANUAL

All at an introductory price of

£190 (+ VAT)

ITL Kathmill Ltd
The Old Courthouse, New F

Chatham, Kent ME4 4QJ.
Tel: 0634 409433

COMPUTER ANSWERS MAY,



Tthc new generation of

packages that help design

games are a godsend - the

chore of having to learn Basic

before you can use your com-
puter to its fullest potential can
be a real stumbling block.

HURG, from the Australian

software company Melbourne
House, takes the genre a step

forward.

Unlike some of the previous

attempts, HURG (High level

User friendly Real-time

Games designer), for the 48K
Spectrum, tries to free the pro-

grammer of the restrictions of

the old chestnut themes (Space

Invaders, Defender, and soon)
and offers a package which

makes almost anything poss-

ible. This might sound ambi-
tious, but Melbourne House
has carried it offquite well.

It is misleading to refer to

HURG as a programmer's
tool, as there is absolutely no
programming involved. All the

HURGist has to do is flick

through the program, menu by
menu, selecting various

options to make up the game.

However, some programming
might be necessary to design a

background, which means
using Basic, or a commercial
design package.

The HURG user Is never

left short of menus and
options. One menu, the player/

object table, has nine options

alone. The player/object table

is one ofthe most important, as

it gives access to the shape gen-
erator for all the characters that

will appear in thegame.

The size of the player’s

figure can range between a
character 4x2 and 1 x 1

squares, and can take any of the
eight colours available on the

Spectrum. Before designing a

character, the user is asked if

the same character is to be used
in each direction, and if not, is

tion. If the same character is

used in each direction, a total of

eight different positions can be

composed to form a complex
movement. On the other hand,
when a different design is used
in each direction, two figures

are used per movement.
Although this only gives a

simple movement, it can still

be quite effective.

After designing a character

for the player, the object menu
is entered and the same done
for the ‘aliens' and other nas-

player menu with the excep-
tion of an option to design a

user defined path for the aliens.

HURG

In an arcade game the move-
ment of the aliens should be
made as unpredictable as poss-

ible to sustain interest, and
HURG has a very clever

system to do this, A movement
table that refers to the aliens

lets the designer give each

direction a weighting, or ratio,

that will determine how likely a

direction. Paths can also be de-

fined for a bullet, and a jump
path for the player’s character.

Both of these are executed

during play by pushing the fire

button on the joystick, ora key,

depending on which is being

As well as a weighting

system for alien movements
HURG hos a powerful colli-

sion table (shown above) which
can be used for both player and
object characters. The table

consists of an 8 x 8 grid with

each column representing a

different colour. Along the top

of the grid are all the possible

PAPER colours, whilst all the

INK ones are down the right

hand side. Symbols at the top

right of the table denote such

CRASH. By placing these on
different INK/PAPER combi-

nations it is possible to say

what will happen when the

colour combination occurs. As
there are 64 different positions

on the grid, every INK/PAPER

combination is available.

Various other embellish-

ments can be added to make a

game more exciting. These
include the boundaries within

which a player and object can

move, where pre-defined

explosions will take place and
the existence of a player or

object. At each stage of the

data using the SAVE SHAPE
DATA facility in the menus,
because creating good charac-

While trying to design a

PLAY game option in the main
menu. With this the game can

beplayed at any point through-
out its development. In most of
the cases we used it, the game
did not perform the way it was
supposed to; this could be

more due to bad design on our
part rather than HURG itself,

but whatever, it shows that it is

not as easy to use as it is said to

be. Sometimes the result was
different coloured characters

moving randomly around the

Upgrade
screen making absolutely no
sense at all.

Likesome ofthe othergames

the January ’84 issue of Com-
puter Answers, HURG has

some draw-backs that stop it

being the perfect program.

Where HURG is lacking

-

compared to Quicksilva’s

Games Designer-is in the ex-

clusion of a sound editor. In

Games Designer sounds could

be changed by moving slide

controls displayed on screen,

which made it very easy to use.

The other shortcoming is

the lack of a facility to design

backgrounds; though the

manual says this can be done
through Basic and LOADed into

a game - however, if you have

ever tried to do screen designs

using Sinclair graphics com-
mands, you will know just how
time consuming it can be. Mel-
bourne House mention that

they produce a design package
called Melbourne Draw (see

Computer Answers April ’84

issue) - another£8.95 to pay.

Melbourne House hopes

HURG will appeal to a large

number ofnewcomers to com-
puting who bought micros for

Christmas, and want to write

their own games without
having to go to the trouble of

learning Basic. HURG cer-

tainly provides this facility

-

but don’t believe a game can be

designed within minutes as the

adverts suggest. However,
compared to designing a game
in Basic, from scratch, the time

isvery short.

If HURG had come out

before Christmas it would have

because of the launch of Game
Designer it will not rise to soft-

ware ’super stardom’ as

quickly as it might have. Of
the two packages, we would
recommend HURG because of

the greater variety it allows.

There is also the added bonus
of being able to sell any games
written using HURG, though

these would be confined to

other people with the package,

as it must be used as the master

By Steve Applcbaum, staff

HURG ispriced£14.95 line.

VA T)and available from:

Melbourne House,

Costle Yord House,

Castle Yard,

RichmondTW 1 0 6TF.

Tel: |01 19406064.
23
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Fig. I (below) shows a

model ofIheMtBOOS's

register set one of its most

MOTOROLA -THE
CHALLENGING CHIP
WELOOKA T THE CHIP THA T’S GIVEN THE QL ANDMACINTOSH

THEIREDGE

C
ontroversy is common in the computer

world -but rarely over the technical specs of

a microchip: Motorola staff call it an 8-bit

chip, Sinclair calls it a 32 bit chip, Motorola's data

manuals refer to it as one ofa family of 16 bit chips,

ond one journalist described it as a ‘32 bit stomach

with an 8 bitmouth’

!

The 68008 is one in a family ofmicroprocessors -

the others are the 68000, die 68010 ond 68020. The
pictureon the opposite page shows a blown-up pic-

ture of the 68000, so called because it contains over

68,000 effective components. The use of the 68008

in Sinclair’s new QL ond the 68000 in the Apple

Macintosh has given this family a terrific boost -

some other manufacturers are no doubt now think-

ing twice about sucking to the Intel 8088, the chip

elevated to the fore by itsuse in the IBM PC.

The68000 isknown to be more popularwith pro-

grammers than almost any other processor, so here

is an overview of some of the features it offers, and

some insight into this 8/16/32 bit confusion.

First the question of compatibility: the 68000

series, although showing some resemblance to the

_ A2 Seven

_ A3 Address
_ A4 Registers

User Stock Pointer ' A7 Two Stock

Supervisor Stock Pointer
,

Pointers

Byte
|

Register

6800 series, is not compatible to any former chip

produced by Motorola. Making this upward com-
patibility would mean making compromises in the

design, which would affect the performance and the

‘cleanness’ of the new instruction set. This is some-

thing Motorola has been anxious to avoid.

However, compatibility within the family is

maintained. The 68000 and 68008 have identical

instruction sets, and programs written on one pro-

cessor will run on the other. The 68010 has a few

more instructions than these two, but will run pro-

grams produced on them. Likewise, the 68020 will

run code from all the other three, but again some

more instructions have been added. At the moment
only the 68000 and 68008 are available (to exclusive

customers, that is), the other two will only begin to

appeartowards the endof 1 984.

Only the 68020 is a full 32-bit processor. That is,

supporting both 32 bit internal registers and a 32-

bit data bus. This chip will not first appear in a

micro, although Motorola does anticipate there will

come a time when it will. Considering that it will

support such things as virtual memory and run at

around 16MHz, the good old 6502 and Z80 are

going to appear positively prehistoric. Virtual

memory, by the way, is a system that allows the user

to play with a memory that appears ‘virtually’ enor-

mous (that is, a great deal bigger than the actual

physical memory size);but back to the present . .

.

The main difference between the 68008 and
68000 is that the former has an 8-bit data bus and

address buses. A 20-bit address bus means that the

processor can directly access (without any paging,

segmentation, bank switching or anything compli-

cated) one Megabyte of memory. Why one mega-

byte? Because 20 address lines means that the

number of discernible addresses is 2 to the power of

20, which equals 1,048,576 bytes. So the processor

uses the address bus to tell the memory which

location it wants to read from, and, aftera very short

period of time, the contents of that address will

appear on the data bus. The significance of having

only an 8-bit data bus is simply that long instruc-

tions and data take several accesses before it all

arrives at the processor. For example, a 32-bit

number will take4 accesses by the 68008 (8 bit bus),

2 by the 68000 (16 bit bus) and only one by the

68020. Data is divided into five categories: a bit, a

BCD digit (4 bits), a byte, a word (16 bits) and long

words (32 bits). The 68008 will, therefore, ‘slow

down' if a lot of word or long word data manipu-

lation is done. As instructions also have to be

fetched from memory, long instructions will also be

less efficient than short ones.

The advantage to a manufacturer of using the

68008 is one of size and cost. The chip is smaller

than the other three, and requires simpler and

cheaper circuitry to handle its 8-bit ‘mouth’. The
cost saving is partly because most currently avail-

able TTL chips (the ones that surround the pro-

cessor chips) are designed for 8-bit systems.

Fig 1 shows a programmer’s model of the chip.

6502 or Z80 programmers will no doubt be gloating
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Upgrade maximise use of all the internal registers; fc

example, if a 32-bit number needed
temporarily stored, it would be quicker to bung
in, say,an address register, rather than savcit toRAM.
However, it is important to note that a program

running on theQL at 7.5MHz could rim even faster

than 7.5 times the speed of an (algorithmically)

identical program on a IMHz 6502 micro. This is

because fewer lines of 68000 code would be
required to perform the same task as the equivalent

So, in addition to the 7.5 clockspeed

te half

toone third ofthe numberof linesofcode.
This would mean that the QL has an execution

speed advantage over the 2MHz 6502 BBC of any-

thing from two to 10 times. The register layout of
the 6502 looks very sparse in comparison with Fig I-

Whereas the QL will be competing against 6502
machines (such as the BBC, Atari and Commo-
dore), the Apple Mac will be competing against the

IBM PC and the vast range of boring compatibles

currently appearing, all using the Intel 8086/8088

processors. In this competition there is no clock

speed advantage to the Apple’s 68000, as the Intel

chips are quite capable ofworking up to 10MHz, so

a speed comparison has to be based on the efficiency

of the instruction sets. For a true application, the

68000 in the Apple is likely to run an equivalent

program up to twice as fast as the IBM PC, this

speed advantage being possible because both fewer

lines of code would be required and the 68000
instructions are slightly more efficient.

But to end by quoting a press release from
Motorola (no

I

Sinclair), 'the performance of the

MC68008 is higher than any 8-bit microprocessor

and superior to several 16-bit microprocessors’; no,

32-bit power is not yet available in the home.
By Dr Peter Turcan, technical editor.

FLOPPY DISC INTERFACE FOR SPECTRUM
FDC-1 MARK 2

Disc operating system in ROM.

Password protected.

1 00k storage for 40 tracks, single

sided disc drive.

Support two 40, 80 track, single or
Occupies onlythe top 1 k RAM space. dou ble sided drive.

Duplicated Spectrum connector is BASIC programs can be merged
provided. £85 excluding VAT + £1 p&p.

40 track, single sided drive box with PSU
(BBC compatible)

£185 excluding VAT + £5 p&p

Technology Research Ltd., 356 Westmount Road, London SE9 1NW
Tel: 01-856 8408

To: TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH LTD eioaw sera™
356 WESTMOUNT ROAD -nrin^r

LONDON SE9 1NW
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A COMPLETE PACKAGE - ALL THIS FOR £499!
* 80K' RAM (Exp to 144K)
* Full Stroke Keyboard
* 25GK Data Storage Unit

* Daisywheel Printer

* Built-in Word Processing

* Buck Rogers Arcade Game
* Colecovision Compatible

ADAM- £499
.Tf ffTffTBT.TyajB

75 KEY FULL STROKE KEYBOARD

MEMORY CONSOLE & DATA DRIVE

DAISYWHEEL PRINTER

l V
*

COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTIONS

COLECOVISION GAMES CONSOLE

QUITE SIMPLY- VALUE FOR MONEY!

pTT^^UjIirtY PH^THt ii.

0. 14 The Mewi. Helherliy Roed. Sldcup. Kent 0*14 4DX Tel: 01-309 1 1 1 1 or 01-301 1 1 II

NOW - OR SEND FOR A FRE^Oj^R BRj^Hlj^

To: SILICA SHOP LTD. Dept CA 0584. 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Road^
Sidcup. KenL DA14 4DX Telephone: 01-309 1111 or 01-301 1111

LITERATURE REQUEST:
in Colecovision/Adam

ORDER REQUEST:

S-C"



The Flagship,

In keeping with a
long tradition of producing
fine quality dot matrix printers,

Epson have now launched their

new flagship. The LQ-1500 is a new
breed of printer, that will give you
the best of both worlds. A dot matrix

printer, although capable of 200
CPS in draft mode, can be set to

produce letter quality at 66 CPS by
simply flicking a switch.

Like all Epson products, versa-

tility has been a primary considera-

tion of the LQ-1500, incorporating
friction feed as standard with

optional tractor and hopper feed
and a carriage width of a full 15".

You now have at your fingertips

all the advantages of a
daisywheel machine, in terms of

quality, together with the added
benefits of condensed or enlarged

characters and proportional

spacing, plus very high speed when
set to operate in draft form.

Having superb graphics capa-

bilities and optional 8-bit parallel

(Centronics) RS 232 and IEEE
interfaces, the LQ-1500 has taken

printers.

Epson have been leading the
field in the design and production of

printers for many years. Printers

that are now successfully operating

in all kinds of business environ-

ments, like the ever popular RX-80
and FX-80. With speeds of 1 00 CPS
and 160 CPS respectively, dot

addressable graphics and optional

tractor feed available on the
FX model, these two machines
are extremely reliable and widely I

used.
The RX-80F/T has the same I
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NEW FROM THEGODS

AVAILABLEFROMALL GOOD COMPUTER STOCKISTS
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JOIN NOW - CHANCE TO WIN ONE OF FOUR SINCLAIR QL's

M.D.R.
SAVE ££s— CONSULT US!

Whether you're thinking of buying a micro, peripherals, or software, for business or pleasure

— consult us and we will advise you as to making the Right Choice.

ALL FOR £10.00 MEMBERSHIP FEE
• If you know what you want, we can supply all hardware, software and peripherals at a

GREAT DISCOUNT (10-20%)
Examples:
SANYO MBC 555
COMMODORE 64

£810 + VAT
£143.65 + VAT

i If we can't help you ,
1

Write to us at:

e will give you a

FULL REFUND

MDR
27 Belleville Road, London SW1 1 6QS

— stating what your purpose or user-problem is, or what particular piece of Hardware/Software you're

interested in. Please enclose a cheque or postal order made out to MDR for E10.00.

THERE ARE NO HIDDEN CHARGES REGARDLESS OF THE AMOUNT OF TIMES YOU
USE OUR CONSULTATION OR PURCHASE SERVICE

We will reply to your letter by phone or in writing within 10 days, or you will receive a Full Refund.

MDR
Credit Facilities Available

MDR's MOST EFFICIENT MAINTENANCE/EMERGENCY SERVICE

ALL YOU PAY IS 14% of Hardware cost per year

What you get OFFER OPEN TO BUSINESS

24 hr EMERGENCY SERVICE AND HOME USERS

48 hr REPLACEMENT MACHINE SERVICE

And if you do not use the service you get half annual premium returned

Write to MDR for more information stating machines/peripherals for cover

I enclose CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER FOR El 0.00

NAME
ADDRESS

WHICH SERVICE YOU REQUIRE

PURCHASING
CONSULTANCY
MAINTENANCE

ALSO ENCLOSE A BRIEF

EXPLANATION ON THE SERVICE

YOU REQUIRE

SEND TO: MDR, 27 BELLEVILLE ROAD, LONDON SW1 1 60S
1.30pm— 5.30pm PHONE 223 161

3
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Programming

Shortcuts to
security

WE PROVIDESOME SIMPLE RUSES TO HELP PROTECT

MIrcal commercial potential. Ifyou belong to

.
ir write software for a school, or perhaps

have written something you hope to market, you
should consider some form ofbuilt-in protection—
and here are a few hints, based around the BBC
micro, to help you.

We reckon that no software is truly secure; at
least, not in the microcomputer arena (indeed, all

the information to defeat such efforts iscontained in
the User Guide). However, by incorporating the
ruses described here, you could confuse would-be
inquisitors enough to make them give up; or more
likely, you could do things to your own software
that defeat their skills (nevertheless, it must be
stressed that if someone really wants to take a look
atyourprogram, they will).

In order to effect some degree of protection, you
must have an understanding ofhow the BBC stores

Basic in its memory, and also some understanding
ofhexadecimal. One of the best tools for this type of
work is a hcx/decimal programmer's calculator. At
least with such an aid you can avoid being fluent in
hex. The Texas Instruments model is good (if a
little expensive), but Casio have a similar product at
half the price; alternatively, you can use thenumber
base conversion program published in the April
1984 issueofComputerAnswers.
Though the hex numbering system has been

covered in past Computer Answers, for the still un-
initiated here is a brief outline. Hexadecimal is a
numbering system that uses numbers and letters. It

is meaningless to any micro, as- they only ‘under-
stand’ binary. Hex makes large binary numbers
easier for people to contend with. Fig. 1 shows a
table showing the hex Alpha-numerics, and the
equivalent decimal and binary.

Expressing halfa byte (nybble) in terms ofbinary
is not mentally difficult. As you can see, with only
one hex character, the most we can count to is deci-
mal 15. For practical purposes we will at least be
looking at one byte (8 bits), in this case the maxi-
mum is decimal 255 or hex FF. To convert binary
to decimal, the binary is first split into nybbles,
from the right, and the hex code of each nybble is

written down, producingourhex value.

Take a look at Fig. 2, Suppose we have a number
in decimal 41004. Each nybble is considered the
same as that in the least significant byte, in other
words, it has a maximum possible of hex F, so, the
number 41004 may be expressed as A02C hex. You
can see this is far easier to consider mentally than its

binary counterpart. From now on we adopt the
BBC convention and suffix all hex number with the

sign (thus, 41004 = &A02C).
Now let’s look at how the BBC stores Basic in

memory. This is the format for a line of Basic, as
stored in RAM. Take a squint at Fig. 3. The start of
each line is marked by a carriage return -&0D.
Next come two bytes that contain the line number.
The byte after this indicates the length of the line,

from &0D to the last text item. Then comes the tok-
enised text.

As the line length is contained in one byte, the
maximum amount ofcharacters including&0D and
line number is decimal 255. Should the first byte
(high byte) of the line number be &FF, it indicates
the end of the program. At the back of the User
Guide is a list of BBC tokens. This list shows what
is actually stored when certain words, keywords,
are used. Suppose wehad a lineof Basic:
10PRINT "BBC MICRO": REM TITLE.

In memory this line would be:

0D 00A0 17 FI 22 42 42 43 204D49 43 52 4F 22
(Line) 10 BBC MICRO'
3AF42054 49 54 4C45

FI Is the token lor PRINT, and F4 is REM.
The actual memory parametersof theBBCmicro

change under certain circumstances: ifyou hat
disk interface, your programs are stored from
&0E00 upwards (the upper limit varies wit
mode); with the BBC DFS, it starts at &I900, and
with the Amcom DFS at &1500. For our own
vcnicnce, the routines described were run with page
&1500 as the start point for Basic programs. This
was to save waiting for tapes to load each time the
routines did their job (it was quicker from disk).

The majority of users will be using cassette, so for
you, page starts at &0E00. We recommend you load
a short program from cassette to experiment with.
Let’s assume you havedone that.

In our case, we loaded a short game called ’Sub-
kill’. When loaded the micro shows; SUBKILL 0B
0BA0. 80BA0 is the length of the program. We could
use this and pages to work out the memory location

at the end of the program (page + &0BAO - 1 = last

byte), but there is an inbuilt variable to do it for us:

Type PRINT 'TOP < RETURN > . Remember, use the*

(shift ") key to gelthe values in hex.
The hex code returned is the first free memory

location after the program. Page in our case is

&1500, so the code displayed is &1500 + &OBA0 =
&20AO (obviously, it will differ for your test pro-
gram). You must now subtract 1 from the value that
print TOP has displayed, in this case &20A0 - 1

=
&209F. Now type PRINT '7S209F < RETURN >

. This
will print the value of the byte at location &209F, in
this case &FF, the byte indicating the end of the
program.

Now type 7S209F-0. Your program will still

run - try it. It will not list- the old bogey BAD PRO-
GRAM appears; just one snag- itwon’tsave cither!

In order to savea doctored program, you will have
to start with the clean program and do the following:
first, print the hex value ofTOP using PRINT 'TOP.
Add a line at the beginning of the clean program
which sets LOMEM to the hex value of TOP (say,

2090). Type 5 LOMEM = 42090. Remember, the line

number 5 is only an example; use whatever number
willputthelineatthc beginningof theprogram.

PRINT 'TOP again. Note that it has changed (as a
result of the addition of the new line). Edit line 5,
replacing the oldTOP value (in our example, 2090)
with the new one. Remember to put the *&’ sign
before the number to denote a hex value.

Now's the time to doctor the program. PRINT

No software is truly

incorporating tho tricks

described here, you could

make them give up.

degree ofprotection, you
must have an
understanding ofhow the

memory, and also some
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Right: truly adventurous: o

Mow).

Hunchback (priced

£6.901 from:

Ocean Software,

Ralli Building,

Stanley Street,

Manchester M3 5FD.

Tel: (061 1832 91 43.

Manic Miner (priced

£5.50) from:

Ultimate,

Tel: (0530) 41 1485.

Snowman (priced £6.95)

Quicksilva,

Palmerston Park House,

1 3 Palmerston Rood,

_ - Southampton SOI ILL
OU Tel: (0703) 201 69.

COMPUTER ANSWERS

Playing Ocean’s Hunchback is a delicate balance

between addiction and frustration. The addiction

comes from a detectable improvement in perform-

ance the more you play, the frustration comes from

crashing out at a high level and having to return to

the beginning. More lives for fewer points would

hove been appreciated. The graphics and speed are

just right.

(You can read details on how the game works on the

Commodore games review page.)

MANICMINER

Manic Miner started life on the Spectrum, dis-

tinguished by good graphics and one of the weirdest

collections of characters you’re ever likely to meet.

Its greatest virtue is its size; it seems to go on for

ever - it has 20 levels (including The Cold Room,
Miner Willy Meets the Kong Beast, the Wacky
Amoebatrons and the Attack of the Mutant Tele-

phones), each with its own bestiary, including

dodos, penguins, mutant telephones, blinking eyes

and revolving Eschcrian triangles.

The game is basically of the 'Kong' variety, with

you (as Miner Willy) jumping between levels (some

ofwhich collapse as you walk over them), avoiding

the beasties and poisonous pansies, and trying to

climb into the next level.

It’s a tough game, and gets tedious when you are

stuck at a level, lose your last life, and have to start

all over again. The graphics on the Spectrum are

excellent, and it is easy to use either with keyboard

or joystick.

complicated games for the Spectrum.

You can be one of three characters, knight, surf

or wizard. You start off at a central room in The
Castle (it doesn't say which) which has a number of

exits. The goal is to get the magic key which will let

you through these doors. The route you can take

through the Castle changes according to which

characteryou are playing.

You search through a variety of rooms viewed

from above, picking up various objects, food and a

number of significant clues. You're surrounded by

a group of ghosts and ghouls, which you’re warned

will do their best to hamper your progress. Every so

often one ofthe beasts will kill you.

The graphics are great, the idea intriguing, but I

must confess, we were never quite sure what we

were doing. The game demands some thought: for

example, there are a lot of objects to pick up, but

you’ve then got to work outhow tousethem.

arara snowman uso-flii

There's the book (beautifully illustrated), the film

of the book (beautifully animated), and now the

game of the book. But though Quicksilva's Snow-

man game for the 48K Spectrum bears that same

name as Raymond Briggs's excellent children’s

book, it has none of its charm.

It's a Donky Kong-type game which involves

wandering around and between various levels col-

lecting materials (snow, scarves, and so on) to build

a snowman. Your progress is hampered by

creatures which will either prevent you from col-

lecting the Snowman’s components, or send you to

sleep (the game’s equivalent of losing a life, repre-

sented by falling into bed at the bottom of the

screen). It’s also bed-time if you fall off one of the

This game offers nothing new. It’s quite enter-

taining, but given its pedigree it offers disap-

pointingly little.

By Benjamin Woolley, editor.







ytCORNSSFT PRESENTS

This new and sensational production will leave you

breathless as you master the art of flying a Spitfire. You’ll have

to think fast as you battle with the controls. And the suspense will

be unnerving asyou try outyour new-found skills on increasingly

diffieult manoeuvres.

Aviator is an exciting flight simulator which puts you in

your wingsasyou explorea 3-D graphical world and score points bysucccsstu

under a bridgeand between skyserapers.Tben meet your ultimatechallenge -you alone

must save Acomsville from the advancing enemy. £14.95 cassette. £17.65 disc.

/^PThs fu/tsupportingprograms. /
Starship Command :

ing enemy spaceships? Will your performance report

to the Star Fleet Ad mirals begoodenough forthem to

warrantyou another craft?

As Captain ofa battle starship, only you and your

skill can answer those questions.£9.95 cassette.

£11.50 disc.

Free Fall:

You've been attacked in outer space. All your crew

members are dead after the Alphoids injected the air

supply to the space station with cyanide,

defend the vital computer tapes from the Alphoids.

£9.95 cassette. £11.50 disc.

JCB Digger:

Get the Mcanics before they get you! Dig holes for

them to fall in, then fill them.Or scoop them up in

your shovel and dump them in the sea.

The Mcanics will become meaner and harder to

destroy as your skill develops, testing you even further.

£9.95 cassette. £11.50 disc.

Disc versions are available in the new dual 40/80 track

format. These and many more Aeornsoft BBC Model B programs

are available from vour local Acorn stockist.

Alternatively,you can orderprograms by sendingacheque or

credit card details to Aeornsoft at the address below. Credit card

holders r an also order by telephoning S 0933-79300. Ring the

same number fora freeAeornsoft catalogue and Aviator poster.

Aeornsoft.c/o Vector Marketing, Denington Estate,

Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.
Rulg Rollnd
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Already a popular Spectrum game. Ocean’s Hunch-
back has made a fairly successful transition to the
Commodore 64. The object is to guide quirky Qua-
simodo through his 15-screen quest to rescue Prin-
cess Esmarclda from the prisonous castle, jumping
ramparts fraught with fireballs and arrows, swing-
ing the fiery pit, and vaulting spear-thrusting
guards, to get to his incarcerated beloved.
Although this Commodore version lacks some of

the smoothness of scrolling of its Spectrum
counterpart, it's still good fun - apart from the fact
that initial obstacles, such as catching the rope to
cross the pit, are very tricky, so you can end up
repeatedly tackling the early stages ofthe game.

CHINESEJUGGIEf
Chinese Juggler (another from Ocean) is a game
where you pit your skills against the vagaries of
micro-enduccd gravity. You have to shuffle an
oriental plate player round a pretty precenium stage
in an effort to get eight plates spinning simul-
taneously on rods before the first one slowsand falls

off; manage to do this in the alloted time, and you
start again - but with less spinand less time.
The graphics are well designed to give some im-

pressionofdimension and stagery, and the spinning
plates are quite effective. You can even do a bit ofon
the spot tossing - although if you throw the crock-
ery too high it does have a tendency to disappear
into orbit. All this toa jaunty little tune, which goes
on, and on, and on. . . Chinese Juggler provides fair
fun in its limited format, and can be played with
either keyboard or joystick.

MR WIMPY
Fast food meets software in Ocean’s Afr Wimpy,
and proves to be a fairly compatible marriage.
Manoeuvre the Beefeatcrcsque'Mr Wimpy as he
endeavours to make hamburgers, first assembling
the ingredients (hassled by Moving Manholes and
Waldo the Burger Thief), then moving onto the
kitchen to cook them, avoiding the Kitchen Rebels.
If you get trapped by the rebels you can pepper
them according to your score, determined by
gathering bonus gems, coffee or ice-cream.
The only interesting feature we found about Afr

Wimpy was the way in which the quality of the game
is in apt relation to the hamburgers that inspired it -
limp and unappetising.

MANICMINER
Another ex-Spectrum success. Manic Miner (from
Software Projects) is now available for the Commo-
dore 64. The game really offers nothing very excit-
ing in the way of challenge: you have to take pros-
pector Willy through several chambers (screens) of
subterranean adventures, as he encounters the
remains of an earlier civilisation's mine workings.
The object of each screen is to clamber round the
obstacles gathering keys and avoiding various
hazards as Manic Mining Robots, Poisonous Pan-
sies, Slimeand the like; once you've collected all the
keys you can move on to the next chamber. Scen-
arios include Oil Refinery, Uranium Workings,
Endonian Forest, and Skylab Landing Bay(l), and
so on -all permutations of two or three basic
formats.

We found Manic Miner rather annoying, princi-
pally because ifyou get 'caught' having gathered all

the keys, you’re straight back to square one, and
have to go through the whole rigmarole again

-

which gets very tedious after the first two dozen

However, as the originator of the ‘cavern’-typc
game it's fairly good. A notable feature is Spec-
trum-like loading lines-a blessed reassurance, as
Commodore games usually leave the screen blank,
which can mean ten minutes wasted pumping in a

SCUBA DIVE
Can't afford that snorkelling holiday in the Sey-
chelles this year? Then why not stay at home with
your Commodore 64 and splash a few games of
Scuba Dive (from Durell Software). The aim of the
game is to guide the frenetic frogman down through
fast-flowing shoals ofsubmarine nasties, in order to
reach the sea bed (fall prey and you sink stricken to
the bottom where your corpse is dragged away by a
scavenging octupus). Once there you can collect
pearls then either return to the yacht and amass
points, or chance the deep sea caves - fraught with
perilous molluscs and poison coral -to find the
treasure chest, which bumps your score up and
replenishes your air supply for more oceanic jinks.
So if you fancy yourself as the Cousteau of the

Commodore, good varied visual activity (a notable
clawing lobster) goes to make Scuba Dive a worth-
while frolic.

ByJim Hayes, sub-editor.

Melbourne);

Forbidden Fans! (Cosmi);
B/ogger (Alligola);

Super Pipeline (Toskset);

Scuba Dive (Mortech/Durell).

Hunchback (priced

£6.90), Chinese Juggler

(priced £6.90), and Mr
Wimpy (priced £5.90)

Ocean Software,

Rail! Building,

Stanley Street,

Manchester M3 5FD.
Teh (061) 832 9143.
Manic Miner [priced

£7.95) available from:

Pilot Software,

Rathbone Place,

London Wl.
Scuba Dive (priced

£6.95), from:

Durell Software,

Castle Lodge,

Castle Green,

Taunton, Somerset

TA1 4AB.

Tel: (0823) 54489. 65
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Interpod: free-standing interface giving IEEE488

and RS232C capabilities to CBM64/VK2Q.

Orders or more Interpodand get a free Portspeedl

. All paxes are exclusive ofVA Isaifere ^ 31s0 3 small charge for

-p^ftnd packing. Dealer discounts are available on aU product

.£125.00 except the700 cross-compileK’SS^*

Compilers are supplied exfttMjfipdffsuppH^^^^B

BASIC COMPILERS
Petspeed Compiler for4000/8000 series

integer Basic Compiler for 3000/4000/8000

:

CROSS-COMPILERS FOR BASIC

Portspeed: Compiles sourceon 8000 series to run

on CBM 64 —
X-64: integercompiler compiling on8000series

giving machinecode executableonCBM64

B- Port: Compiles sourceon 8000 series to run on

£75.00

COMMODORE SOFTWARE
25.00 Native compilers for the CBM 64 and the 700/B-

1

available only from Commodore.

_£125.00

X-700: Integer compiler compiling on 8000 ser

giving machine code executable on 700/B- 128

.

(give YOUR VIC OR 64 FULL IEEE

AND RS232
Not a cartridge. Compatible \



Programming

7 CAMBRIDGE BT. HEBDEN BRIDGE • W. YORKSHIRE HX 7 6 LN
Tel: 10422] S45378

HUNDREDS OF TITLES AVAILABLE . SEND SAE FOR LISTS & DETAILS OF SPECIAL OFFERS

SPECTRUM RRP PRICE Punchy

s oSUd

i

0
t£

RE 84

\
SjKT

5 Twin Kingdom Valley

REPLY COUPON

TO SOFT MACHINE: Please rush me the following tapes:

I enclose CQ/PO No. .
le of Fabstar Computers Ltd. 67
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Willy t,D.yD 9 Bower jjv.yj

Thousands ofSpectrum

Srmd
£6.95 AS.ck £6.95



—r

i ownersknow we’re in

the rightgame
Last yearW H. Smith sold thousands of Sinclair

Spectrums, making us one of the leading stockists in the country
and the ideal choice for Spectrum Software.

With Arcade Games ranging from Jet Set Willy to Ant
Attack we’ve got action and excitement just waiting for you.

Of course,our range doesn’t just stop at games. As leading
stockists,we can also offer you an extensive choice of educa-
tional software.

What’s more, we’re constantly updating the range, as new
software is released so you can count on us having all the latest,

most current programs.

In fact, for the full spectrum,you can’t do better than





RP£jT|R CDUIPUTER GRDUP
T/ HARLOW

R
ESSe£

L
CM20 2HU U K

ORDERING INFORMATION:

|
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES^



COMPUTER CABINETS
AND HOUSING UNITS

FROM ONLY £13 + DELIVERY

Send SAE for

Colour Brochure
illustrating our

range of Computer
Housing Units and

Cabinets.

MARCOL CABINETS
PO BOX 69, HIGH ST., SOUTHAMPTON

Tel: (0703) 731 168 (24hr Answering)

Spectrum 16K £ 86.90
Spectrum 48K £113.00 Electron

Dragon32 £145.00 B.B.C.B

£330.00 Printer Cable £ 8.5

MONITORS 14- COLOUR
) 'Mlaouitic £195.00 TV Monitor (Natmende-

)K Single £127.00 (without power supply).

30K Single £145.00 (with power supply).

200K Double £260.00

Joysticks Sell centring

Sidewise Rom Board

•8271
.

(

prices

All other computer concept ROMs ring for prices.

Large selection of software. Too many to list

SAE lor software list. State make of machine.

£ 1 .25 discount on two pro-rata for volumes over two.

Add 80 pence Post& Packing for small items and £8.00 for large items.

ADD 15%VA.T.TOTOTAL

BETTER PRICEON PACKAGES THAN ANY NEWSAGENTS

K Leigh Computer Systems
36 Derby Road. Hinckley. Leicestershire LE10 1QF

Tel: (0455) 612139



WHICH MODEMS

WILL CONNECT?

WHAT'S THE BEST

EXTENDED BASIC?

MEASURING THE

SIZE OF A PROGRAM?

ICALCULATING PRIME

/NUMBERS?

PIUS pages
ofonswws

Dragon,Orit,

RBCElectron

starting page?*Atari,
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BIGK IS THE NEW GAMES
MAGAZINE THAT BREAKS
ALL THE
RULES

At last a games

magazine that doesn’t

go by the hook!

BIG K is the name
and BIG K is the game

and from the very first

pixel-poppin’ page you’ll

know that no other sheet .

on the street looks like it

or sounds like it.

Whatever BIG K gets

in its sights - whether it’s

news, reviews, listings, or

hardware, it always plays it

a different way and says it a

different way. BIG K is technical,

BIG K is tactical but BIG K is

never typical.

BIG K isn’t afraid to shoot from the hip -

and it’s always hip when it shoots.

If you want a magazine that’s music to your

micros then ours is more than just the

score. When we test rigs we don’t take

prisoners and we’ve a ‘no holds barred’

approach to strategy and adventure.

After your first byte of BIG K -

the game will never be the same.

Go get it!

SECOND ISSUE ON SALE
19thAPRIL: 85p

i
THIS ISSUE:

\
FaMands victor General Sir Jeremy

\
Moore reviews the latest war games.

\
1984 giant test - 3 forthcoming

i British versus 3 American micros.

\ Adventure X - a superb adventure

l game for you to type

1 into your Spectrum.

\ Amazing games for Dragon, BBC,

\
Vic 20, Spectrum, Atari,

i Spectrum graphics special -how to

i program great graphics into your micro.'



variablefrom Impex It.

TELEPRINTER
IMPRACTICABLE

MODEMMANIA
Which modems can be
used with Commodore
64 to get into Micronct
800?How do you join?
What software is

required? Is it available
on cartridge? Will the
unit have to be machine
dependent? What will a
complete package cost?
Will I be able to access
CABB using my
Micronet 800 modem?
Are there any
Commodore-approved

DVPM Hughes, Gwynedd.

released a package to allow
access to Micronct for the 64.

However, Tandata has the

TM100 plus software which

databases, including Micro-
net. The software should be

available on cassette, disk or

ROM fromTandata.

Commodore itself has plans

to launch its own modem
plus cartridge-based software

for around the £100 mark, but

it will have Prestcl frequen-

Armed with the Tandata
modem you can access Prestel

for £5 per quarter or both
Prestel and Micronet for £13

Tandata’s software will be
compatible with CABB (Com-
parer Answers Bulletin Board),

Tandata Marketing,

Albert Rood North,

Malvern. Worcs WR142TI.

Tel: 1068451 68421.

I have been given an ex-
GPO7E250V
Teleprinter and serial

interface, which had
worked previously, I

believe, from a Z80

Commodore 64 which I

would like to use with
this Teleprinter: do you
know ofany software
which would do it? Can
you tell me the cost of
Commodore 64 Z80, so
that I can use this

cartridge to utilise with
serial interface and
software?
EJ Clark, Bromley.

We think it unlikely that any-

body would have produced
commercial software to drive a

teleprinter, because the poten-

tial market would be so small.

The Z80 cartridge for the

Commodore 64 is still unavail-

able (however, Impex produces

a 280 Video pac-see above).

In any event, it would not rep-

resent a cost effective solution

to your problem, b

Z80 cartridge will be marketed
with CP/M (which is the main
reason for its existence), si

you would be paying not onl

for the hardware, but also for

the operatingsystem

.

The total cost would 1

close to that of the cheapest of

the currently available dot

matrix printers, any of which
would run around ten t

faster, occupy less tha

quarter of the space,

many more facilities, and you
wouldn't need car protectors

every time you used it.

So we’re afraid that any-

thing you do which involves

an expenditure of more than a

few pounds will exceed the

value ofthe teleprinter.

8KDOWNGRADING?
I'm wanting to play 8K switchable 16KRAM
games on my Vic 20 with pack)?
16KRAM pack; is it

possible to downgrade
to 8K, and ifso could
you give me the
necessary program (or
should I buy a

There is no need to down-
grade your Vic, as programs

written for an 8K machine will

work equally successfully with

16K expansion.

ANYROM
COMMS?
I have a Vic 20: can you
tell me ifthere is aROM
chip to be used in
conjunction with a
modem, so
communication is

possible between a uc
and other computers
and could you suggest a
suitablemodem?

We know of no ROM chip

MEMORYCHECKING

for the Vic 20 as yet. Commo-
dore UK is only planning one
for the 64 for the moment. See
page 146 of the March issue of

Computer Answers for a range

of suitable modems. You will

need an RS232 interface from
either Oxford Computer
Systems or Minor Miracles

Is there a quick and easy
way to ascertain the size
ofa program in
memory in Kbytes?
Also, what is the storage
capacity ofone side ofa
CIO, C12 and CIS
cassette?
FGS Starr, Bristol,

There are a number of system
variables whose contents can

be PEEKed to give you almost
any information you could

want about the size of your
program and its data.

First there is a variable

called txttab at locations 43
and 44, which points to the

start of the Basic program. So
PRINT PEEKI43) + 256 * PEEK(44)

will give you this memory
location in decimal. Usually,

this gives 2049, which is one
byte further on from where the

manual says the program area

starts, because 2048 always
appears to contain a null byte.

A second variable called

vartab, pointing to the start of
your variable area, appears in

locations (45 and

If yi

s left, t

i. So
PEEKI4S) + 256 • PEEX1461

determine this value.

The result is one byte after

the end of the program itself,

so just subtracting the two
numbers printed out gives the

length of the program text.

where any arrays used begin,

so subtracting VARTAB from
arytab in the same way gives

the space occupied by simple
variables. STREND (49-50) gives

the end of the arrays (+-
1 ), and

fretop (51-52) identifies the

end of string storage.

much memory is

(55-56) tells you the highest

address used by Basic.

As far as tape storage capa-

cities are concerned, il

'

cult to give hard and fast rules,

because a lot depends on ho\

many programs or hies you ar

saving on a tape. Each hie will

have a header and trailer label

which occupies quite a Ic

space, not to mention the

physical gaps between hies. A
a rough rule of thumb, reckon

that you are saving about 100

bytes/sec, so that hvc minutes

of tape will save

100 = 30K Bytes.

This means that one side of

a CIO cassette will hold about

60K, a C12 cassette about

72K, and a Cl5 cassette about

90K.
75
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TVOKFOR
INDIAN
TAKEAWAY
A friend ofmine from
India would like to buy a
Commodore 64, but the
Indian TV is Pal B and
the sound is a different
frequency - will the 64
work with Pal B? If not,

is there any other home
computer suitable for
use in India?

We think it is unlikely that a

British standard Commodore
64 will run properly on PAL
B, and the same will go for any
other micro with UHF modu-
lated output. There are two
solutions: first, replace the

modulator with a local one
(this will, however, invalidate

the gaurantec); second, use the

composite video output to a

monitor rather than a tele-

Since several colour moni-
tors arc now available at a

similar price to a portable

colour television, this is not an
expensive solution, and the

picture will, of course, be
higher quality.

the serial interface orifice is the one on the left .

AMAKINGMODEM
CONNECTIONS

CAN I

SAVEMY
CODING!
I often see programs
using machine code
routines with Basic
loaders. I would like to

be able to save the
actual machine code to
tape or disk for future
use, rather than always
have to use the Basic
loader program - can
this be acheived?
Rf Miller, Liverpool .

Any program must be loaded

by some other program (unless

of course, it is held in ROM),_
so whatever technique you
choose entails the use of a

reason most authors choose a
Basic loader is because every-

body has Basic, and it's easy to

do. An assembler will include

machine code save and load

fines, and, if you propose
lo much work at machine

level, will be an invaluable aid

to writingcode as well.

MAT, 1984

Iam thinking ofbuying
a Vic 20. 1 want to use it

to store information
such as names and
addresses, titles of
books, author and
publishers — possible on
this machine?

Also, is there a
modem suitable for the
Vic, and do I need to buy
an RS232 interface?

To answer your second ques-

tion first, you will need an

RS232 interface in order to

use the Vic 20 with a modem.
Minor Miracles is planning to

release an RS232 for the Vic

priced just over £20, enabling

proved) modem. Otherwise

you could use the Interpod

from Oxford Computer
Systems (priced £99.95), or

build your own interface for

around £30 using the articles

we printed in the November
’83 and January ’84 issues of

Computer Answers . Commo-
dore UK has no plans for a Vic

20 RS232 interface just yet.

BT-approved modems, like

DaCom’s Buzzbox, cost from

£80 upwards.

For an interesting selection

of software applications,

memory expansion and other

add-ons, contact Stack Com-
puters, who have a large range

of extras.

Oxford Computer Systems,

Hensington Rood,

Woodstock, Oxford.

Tel: (09931 812700.

Minor Miracles,

PO Box 48.

Ipswich IP4 2AB.

Tel: 104731 50304.

Stack,

292-298 Derby Rood,

Bootle,

Liverpool L208LN.

Tel: 1051) 9335511.

‘MOONBUGGY’SPLASH
I have mademany
attempts at loading
Anirog’s Moon Buggy
on my Commodore 64.

I have tried switching
offsprites and using
different methods of 1

loading, but all to no
avail. I would be
grateful ifyou could
suggest other methods
ofloading.
JamesP Hill, Northampton.

Assuming that your Commo-
dore 64 loads other programs

happily, there can be no fault

with the cassette system, so it

can only be that there is some
fault with the tape itself.

Whatever name you use

when loading, the computer
should still indicate that it has

found a program, and display

the actual name on the screen.

In fact, the safest thing to do is

type LOAD " " ifyou are unsure

of a program name, because

the Commodore 64 will then

load the next program on the

tape whatever its name.

some other machine in error,

Anirog has so far only issued it

for the Commodore 64. We
suggest you request a replace-

ment tape from your dealer, or

contact Anirog itself.

Anirog Software,

Crawley,

77
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GAMES
ADVENTURES

MACHINE CODE AIDS

PPOGRAM
ROOK

This sparkling collection

of programs uses the full colour
and sound capabilities of your 64.

Seek treasure in the
‘Forbidden City’

pilot yourself with
‘Flight Simulation'

use a versatile assembler/disassembler.

£5.95

All good bookshops orfrom

PHOENIX
PUBLISHING ASSOCIATES
14VERNON ROAD BUSHEY
HERTFORDSHIREWD2 2JL

TELWATFORD 32901

plus 50p p/p.
NAMF.

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

COURSEWINNER
THE PUNTERS COMPUTER PROGRAM

1 ANSWERS



Clinic
IS THE64A GOOD

BEGINNERSCHOICE?
The Commodore 64 's specs compares

favourably to theBBC- wellworth

considering asafirst lime buy.

Originally I was going to
get a BBC B, but later I

thought the
Commodore 64 a better
buy for the average
user. Could you give me
your thoughts on this?
Could you also tell me

ifa Commodore 64
starters kit will come
out in the near future?
Christopher Gill, Cltoyd.

Broadly, the BBC Model B
and the Commodore 64 have

pretty similar features, and on
the face of it, that makes the 64
a good buy on price grounds.
You'll pay around half as

much again for a Model B as

for a 64!

However, there are differ-

ences worth pointing out. In

particular, BBC Basic is a very

pretty and fast implemen-
tation. It allows for procedure
handling and automatic para-

meter passing, features which

arc very unusual; In contrast,

the Commodore Basic looks

way out of date. It doesn't

even have built in features for

handling hi-res graphics or its

sound chip. Consequently,

programs can frequently con-

sist of lists of apparently

POKES. On the

,
the 64's sound

sophisticated than

that on the Becb. Each channel

can be given independent

meaninglc

sound characteristics.

Back on the Beeb's side of
the fence, the highest resol-

ution graphics modes are

much higher than that of the

64, and, in the same general

area, the resolution modes are

more flexible.

In the end, it all depends on
what the ‘average user' wants
to do with his machine. If, for

instance, good sound is more
important than very hi-res

graphics, then the 64 has the

edge. You should start by
making a list of the general

areas you're most likely to be

LISTENINGBANK?
Apart from your own
CABB, 1 would also like

to access my bank
account out ofnormal
hours (due to the nature
ofmy work) with my Vic
20. 1 understand that the
Bank ofScotland
operate such a scheme,
due to their lack ofhigh
street branches. Could
you tell me what
modem I would require,
bearing in mind a
possible and logical
upgrade to a 64. Also,
are other banks
operating or
contemplating such
operations?

RA Charlesworlli
, Shepply.

The Bank of Scotland’s
service is offered in conjunc-

tion with the Nottingham

Building Society. It is part of

Prestcl, called Homelink, and
can be accessed with a 1200/75

baud modem. You should be
able to obtain a suitable

modem and software for the 64
or Vic 20 from Tandata. The
modem is the same, TM100,
for both machines.
We believe that the Midland

Bank is also toying with the

idea of offering banking facili-

ties to Prestcl users. Homelink
should be on Prestcl page

Nottingham Building Society,

Nottingham House,

5-13 Upper Parliament Street,

Nottingham NGI 2BX,

Tandata Marketing,

Albert Rood North,

Malvern, Worcs. WRI4 2TL.

Tel: 106845) 68421.

interested in, and match those machines because of the

to the computer you ultima- potential market. Worldwide,
telybuy, the Becb is pretty small beer

One other consideration is compared to the 64, so that

software. The best range of would be another reason for

software (and the cheapest) is choosing the 64. Lastly, we
always going to be that avail- don't know of any plans for a
able for the most popular 64 starter kit.

ERROR FAULTS
characters in TS, testing them
to see if a carriage return code
(CHRSli 31) has been reached,

and if not, adding them ti

ASISII. Try putting a STOP it

this line and printing ASlsil

Then CONTINUE and reprint it.

This way you can sec how the

string is being built up, and at

what stage the error message

occurs. You'll probably get

some clues as to why the prob-

lem is happening, and per-

haps, even how to solve it.

When I try Unifile II, a
problem arises when
loading data: I get ERROR
message, String to long
ERROR in 20180 - can you
help?

We haven’t used Unifile , and
since it's quite a complex piece

of software, we’d suggest you
write to David Lawrence,

author of The Working

Commodore 64, at Sunshine
Books. As the author, he's

much the most likely person to

put his finger on the problem.
However, you could do a

little detective work yourself

first. The line on which the

accepting single

Sunshine Books,

Hobhouse Court,

19 WhitcombeSt.

London WC27HF.

ADDRESSERRATA
I n the Commodore Clinic of have caused them or thei

the February issueofComputer customers.

accounts package from the Specific Software,
Specific Software company, lOFarlondsRood,
buLprinted a wrong address.

Slourbridge

Terser
200
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ByPRESTEL:

By FAX:

5% DISKETTES
1 -2 PACKSeach pack (a 95p
3-5 PACKS each pack (8 75p
6-9 PACKS each pack Id 60p
>+ PACKS * POST FREE *

V CLEANING KITS
sme postal rale aspacks of5
sketles, 10- POST FREE

(0428)722563
858623 TelburG
Page 2477310- F

U K. SHIPPING RATES INC. INS. B
8 DISKETTES
1 -2 PACKS each pack (it 1 .60
3-5 PACKS each pack (S 1 .20

6-9 PACKS each pack la 90p
10+ PACKS ' POST FREE *

8 CLEANING KITS

" 40p

+ POST FREE

Vferbatim

ied for Single OR Double Densily, anc

PRICES EXCVAT°
Cemen '

10-40 50-90 100-

MD525 S S 48 tpi 22.90 21.90
MD550D S48lpi 29.90 28.90
MD577 S S 96 tpl 28.90 27.90
MD557 D S 96 Ipi 36.90 35.90

.90

6 lor 35 or

F034-9000 S/S S.Dens 31.90 30.90 29 9

FD34-8000S SD Dens 31 90 30.90 29.9
•4001 DS D'Dens 36.90 35.90 34.9

5V« NEW SEE 10
SEEIC
SEE 10 5-9 off (S'130p
SEE 10 10+ (S 20p
8 LIBRARY BOXES
LB81-4off(860p
LB85-90H® 45p
LBS 10 - ‘ii 30p

Vferbatim

MD200-01 S S S D Soil

MD200-ASS SS 0Apple

8 DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT

FD34-1500S SS DSoh
FD32-150OSSDDHard

DD34-1501 DSD DSofl

10-40 50-90 100-
22.90 21.90 20.9C
22.90 21.90 20.9C
29.90 28.90 27.9C

*STOP PRESS*

400 Brand New. Unlabelled Grey Superluxe Disk

clear Minimum order quantity lOpieces
108 '0

Only . .. 4.90 each. (3.00 p&p per 10. 30+ FREE)

DISKING INTERNATIONAL
FREEPOST
LIPHOOK
HAMPSHIRE

UNITED KINGDOM

DISKING SUPERMAILERS (5%
100-PACK 3.00
DISKING COLOUR CODERS
10-Pack Mullicolours 25p
LOCKABLE DISKETTE STORAGE

NORMAL ORDERS -
IE NOW WELCOME ALL OFFICIAL

GOVERNMENT ORDERS

DESPERATE ORDERS U.K.

rAPOST Next day U K - order by 3 00pm or:
aRESSPOST Same day(ENGLAND) - order by

DISKETTE STORAGE HARD DISKS & SOFTWARE TRADE CORNER

HARD DISKS FOR VOUR MICRO
can supply Hard Disk subsystems lor mosl
ros - 5Mb from 1 1 90.00up to 40MB from
10.00- please call lor details.

Wilh a SAGE fully integrated S.

Purchase ledger system costing only 375.00 hov
can you gowrong?
In (act they even let you try-before-you-buy for

only 20.00. and refund that against your purchas
Please call fora full list of packages and prices.

We will enclose a FREE pack of ten diskettes witl

every SAGE software package sold

-FREE AEROPLANE”

getting you out into the fresh air - an aeroplane
that flies. Just call and ask lor your flier and of

[ Hound 5111
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feed mechanism. This model costs £230. Further
up the scale there is the 1526, which is twice as fast

at 60cps, and is bi-directional. However, the 1520
printer plotter costs just £1 69.99, and plots graphs,

and histograms in four colours, plus letters and
numbersatl4cps.

If you use another make of printer, an interface

will be required. Further examples of interfaces arc
the Centronics parallel supplied by Stack (priced

£ 18) with cableand cassette for the conversion rou-
tine, alternatively Stack can also supply an IEEE
and RS 232 interface at £39 and £29 respectively.

Audiogenics’ cable costs £19.95 for Centronics,
and it needs the companies interface software.

RAM Electronics provide a Centronics add-on
which includes automatic conversion into readable

mnemonics of the 64’s control codes. Commodore
themselves also produce an RS232C interface at

£34.95.

Adding another manufacturer's interface to yet
another company's printer has all the possibilities

of things going wrong with nobody taking the

blame- so make sure you see the combination
working before parting with money. More people
have problems with interfacing printers to micros
than almost any other problem - don't try to cut

corners, savinga bit hereand a bit there.

SPT supply a Centronics printer program on
capeor disk, priced £35 with lead, £10 without.

but if the type ofwork to be done with the Commo-
dore 64 involves figures, text and a display of 80
columns then you will need a monitor. Using a

monitor has the added advantage of freeing the

domestic television set for the rest of the family,

making you farmore popular.

But before you start considering an outlay of
around £230 from Commodore (or at least £199
from other supplier) it’s best to assess your needs.

For example, doyou really need colour? -oneof the
suppliers of 80 column attachments for the

Commodore 64 specifies the use of a monochrome
monitor. The extra cost will be around £80-£100,
plusa new cable which will be under£10.

In the monitor/TV debate, there is a form of
compromise when a colour TV set that has direct

video inputcan be used (but not with the 80 column
attachment and CPM extras we have mentioned
here). This input is used when a film from a video
recorder is shown, and can give a better result than

a conventional one.

80COLUMN DISPLAY
By adding this facility to the Commodore 64, it can

compete with the far more expensive micro
systems. The system we examined came from
Impex Designs and is called VideoPak 80. Adding
this plug-in cartridge replaces the original C64
border, and provides clear characters in either40 or
80 column mode. There is a tremendous increase in

the screen raster rate, which means that this up^

The Impex parallel printer

interface can translate the

character set to ASCII, and
pass through graphics

characters; priced £69.52

SUPPLIERS OF
INTERFACES.-

Audiogenics,

Reading, Berks.

Tel: (07341 586334.

Dams Office

Gores Road, Kirkby,

Liverpool 1337UA.
Tel: (051) 548 71 II.

Impex Designs,

Metro House,

Second Way,
Wembley HA90TY.

Tel: (Oil 900 0999.

Ram Electronics,

106 Fleet Road,

Fleet, Hants GUI38PA
Tel: (02514) 5858.

Stack Computer

Freepost, Bootle.

Merseyside 120OAB.

Tel: (0511 933551 1.

Softex Computers,

37 Wheaton Road,

Bournemouth BH7 6LH.

Interpod,

Oxford Computer

Systems.

Hensington Road,

Woodstock,

Oxford OX71 JR.

Tel: (0993) 812700.

SPT Electronics,

Tollesbury,

Essex CM9 8SE.

Tel: (0621) 868484.

Metro House,

Second Way,
Wembley,

Middx HA90TY
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Thenaturaldevelopment for
Commodore 64users

i

Unlock the full potential of your disk-based
Commodore 64, use Superbase 64 - the complete
records -handling system that puts business-style
power and practicality at your fingertips.

Superbase 64 solves a host of filing problems
with its easy record formatting, powerful indexing
and sorting, extensive outputting options, and its

'Superbasic' programming capability.

Invoices/Finance & Banking/Membership/
Collections/Recipes/Personal Filing/Stock/

Prospects/Management Accounts/Car Fleet
Records and many, many more!

And Superbase 64 comes with a simple-to-
follow manual and audio-learning cassette
so you'll have no trouble getting the

benefits straight away.

Superbase 64 - The complete information
control system for the Commodore 64.

Complete your Commodore 64 - Complete the coupon

Precision Software Ltd.

| i 6 Park Terrace, Worcester Park,

wJ -J Surrey, KT4 7JZ
Precision Telephone: 01 -330 71 66
Software Telex: 8955021 PRECIS G
Mora Information on Superbase 64 is available



Software

aaiuj'.

Pure shoot-em-up arcade action for the 64 You ore on enlronl in the great

ond unexpended VIC! The Lunar city of Intergalociic Four Seasons Death

Erriom is under attack from the ships of Race). You must tackle the Spring,

the Jovian empire. Their merciless Summer, Autumn and Winter

bombing will reduce your city to o sections with the objective of

pile of rubble, unless you can running os many other cars os
'

'd them off. You ore the possible off the '""4 Tk“ M-

ie advontoge - your cor

con fly for o limited distance,

you're quick enoughl All this and

BURNIN’ RUBBER

MACHINE CODE /ZL
GAMES ACTION 'SI U

I

£7.95
m the best

f orcode gomes with the best of educational

iking o real family gome that anyonewhocon

is hidden twice in the jumble of letters, then

e your sights over one of the occurrences of it.

The first to find it wins! You con ploy byyoutselfor in

teams ogoinst the computer, or against other

players. Three difficulty levels ore included to suit

young ond old olike!



NEW ORIGINAL GAMES
FOR THE COMMODORE 64

• NIGHTMARE PARK •

• DOTS & BOXES ,

• HEXAPAWN Ft

• CHOPPER LAND

Send Cheques/PO:

A.R. SOFTWARE
86 Avonbrae Crescent
Hamilton Scotland
Tel: 0698 282036

COMMODORE 64ass SOFTWARE

LASER STRIKE
DISC El 0.50, CASS £7.50, POSTERS £2.50

1st class postage inland included
Postage overseas + 10%

HIGH QUALITY

PROGRAMS REQUIRED
FOR CBM 64 AND VIC 20

MSGM ROYALTIES & LARGE
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

ISIS HATHOR



TheName
ForQuality

And
Innovation

ADVANCED PILOT TRAINER
Written by a fjight simulator instructor and pilot.

Superb graphics, commodore 6\ vie 20 16 K £7.95
TRADE ENQUIRIES ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD. 29 WEST HILL DARTFORD KEW (0322| 92513/8
MAIL ORDER: 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P.0 ACCESS/VISA 50p POSTAGE & PACKAGING RineRounJiiio



Clinic



MSiMiLThe best debugging/utility ROM for the BBC!

SPY2 is the new comprehensive debugging monitor, dis-assembler and
disc utility ROM from SYSTEM.

SPY2 encompasses all the superb easy-to-use facilities of the renowned
SPY debugging monitor, additional front panel commands,
a new set of powerful disc recovery utilities, a formatter,
a relocator, program trace facilities and a versatile dis-
assembler.

NOCTRLF

NOBRK

CLST

XLST

REFORMAT

FORMAT

at £24.1 Bine vat for

ough subroutin

eakpoints

el display o[

embly optioi

hex and ASCII display

! ANSWERS
SYSTEM SOFTWARE Dept. CA 12 Collegiate Crescent Sheffield SI 0 2BA



Now with ZX LPRINT Interface

& cable and FREE, faswordWP Software

0242 5274121

READYFOR IMMEDIATE USE
-JUSTPLUG IN& GO'

IDEAL FOR:-

HOME CORRESPONDENCE

BOSINESSUSE /
DOCUMENTS /§
SHORT STORIES

The TP1 manufactured
in the USA by Smith
Corona, is without
doubt the best value for

money letter quality

printer ever offered to Spectrum
users. Dataplus-PSI Ltd. have added „
the U.IC's best interface and cable assembly
ZX LPRINTplus the best word processing

software - TASWORD giving you a complete
d to work first time.package. Guaranteed tc

Use standard stationery or, for only £79 (if ordered

with yourTP 1 )we wil I supplya tractorfeed soyou can

use continuous or fanfold paper.

The BEST VALUE
Letter Quality Printer -

available for your Spectrum



BEST OF PCW

Amdale Road

Eta*.
West Sussex BN17 71

Please send me ihe folios

(tick where appropriate)

..SKBSSSfiS*
SSSt““EfJSH.

For the past five years “Personal Computer World” has led

Ihe market in microcomputer magazines and has a reputation
for publishing the very best software for all the most popular

micros. The latest additions to the series The Best ofKWSojtwar
are these two exciting volumes for

The Commodore 64 and The Electron.

ies contains the finest programs written

wealth of hints, tips and utilities which
:ading for all serious programmers.

£5.95

ThisBI
for



jnrEEnpi_aL|

THE ANIMATOR is a sprite GENERATION package for the BBC MICRO
and THE DRAGON 32/64. The sprites produced have collision checking
facilities built in and can be moved around the screen from your own
basic or machine code programs.

The programs are supplied in a box with a comprehensive manual
and demo programs. Details of each product are given below.

SPRITE FEATURES INCLUDE:
BBC MICRO: DRAGON 32/64:

Maximum size sprite 30 x 30 pixels: Sprite size up to 40 x 40 pixels:

1 6 colours in each sprite: all available colours:

64 sprites at 8 x 8 pixels or 9 sprites at all 5 HI-RES modes:
30 x 30 pixels: 25 sprites at any one time:

Each sprite generates 2 other related 40 page manual and demo game

£200 COMPETITION

The winning program will be published by
SCREENPLAY and the author will receive £200 cash plus
royalty payments, subject to SCREENPLAY standard terms
and conditions, a copy of which can be obtained by
request.

SCREENPLAY offers anyone who buys the
ANIMATOR for the DRAGON 32/64 or the BBC Micro, the
chance to recover the cost and a whole lot more.

All you have to do is to write an original program
using the SPRITES from the ANIMATOR. Programs may be
written in basic or machine code. I

Even if you don't win the £200 cash prize, if your
program is of high enough standard, you could be making
MONEY before the closing date of the I st September 1 984,
by having your program published by SCREENPLAY.

L «UI 11

Rules of the competition and entry forms are included
in the package. All entries will be acknowledged.

clones.
ONLY £11.95

CONTACT 04 1 -248 248 1 for details of
our range of software and dealer terms.

DEALERS
Cut out this coupon and send it now to:

SCREENPLAY. 134 St. Vincent Street,

Glasgow.
Please rush me THE ANIMATOR for the:

DRAGON 32/64 [ ] £9.95
BBC MICRO

[ ] £11.95

PROGRAMMERS:
Excellent royalties paid for top quality
original programs. Send off now to, the
PROGRAMMING DEPARTMENT at
SCREENPLAY.

My name is

Address

All cheques payable to SCREENPLAY.

COMPUTER ANSWERS



PENDLE SOFTWARE
A range of Accounting systems designed by accountants in commerce and

practice to aid your business a

APPLE II, APPLE lie, MULTI U

Contact Steven Healey or Garry Lavls on 0706 2291 25

N Nelson Computer Services Ltd
ST. JOHN S COURT. BACUP ROAD, RAWTENSTALL. LANCS BB4 7PA

Tel: ROSSENDALE. (STD 0706) 229125 (6 lines) - Telex: 635615

SSTSSTu-.

4**
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Nowthe
Commodore 64
means business

The Game's over. Wouldn't you like to increase the
applications potential of yourCommodore 64?
Transform it from a fun family computer into a
truly professional tool? Now - thanks to Handic,
the world's largest creator of Commodore
software — you can give a powerful new
dimension to your 64's performance. We have
pioneered a new program called CALC RESULT that
dramatically expands the financial planning
potential of your Commodore.
Doctors, Dentists, Lawyers, Bankers, Brokers and
other money managers exploit it to keep track of
complex client accounts. Builders, Garage
" Retailers of all sizes, and

descriptions now use the spread sheet formula for
instant feedback and analysis of trading results.
In a world where ease of access and speed of
assessment are essential, CALC RESULT gives
everyone the power to harness the untapped
potential of their Commodore.
CALC RESULT is versatile ... use it to calculate loan
and mortgage payments, forecast budgets,
balance cash flow, monitor stocks and shares, plan
personal and corporate taxation, check expenses,
log and analyse all kinds of bills.

CALC RESULT instantly translates figures into
multi-coloured bar charts. It has a built-in 'HELP'
function and is absolutely accident proof.
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PRICE BREAKTHROUGH
PRINTERS:
EPSON RX80
EPSON RX80F T
EPSON FX80
JUKI6100
STAR DELTA 10

KDCFT5001

MONITORS:
SANYOMONODM2112
SANYOMONODM81 12CX
MICROVITECCOLOUR 1431

MICROVITECCOLOUR14S1
.

£249.00

£279.00

£379.00

£375.00

£75.00

£99.00

£197.00

£297.00

PLUS FULL RANGE OF SEIKOSHA
PRINTERS, TORCH DISK PACKS

ALL AT INCREDIBLY LOW PRICES.

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T.

microIFAST
Th» Exparts

01-7291778

57 Hoxton Square, London N.1
PHONE FOR PRICES & FULL RANGE

ga&SgSSSrg'-

1SSS"’
SOPHISTICATED Gnain,

Dept. PCG, 27 Queens Road, Keynsham, ^
Avon BS18 2NQ. Tel 027

WRITE FOR DETAILS OF OUR FULL RANGE
V
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City of dreadful circuits -
I dodgyROM cause damage toyour BBC system?

I There are an ever
increasing number of
ROMs coming onto the

J

market for the BBC
[

Micro. Provided the
I instructions are strictly
adhered to, the fitting
seems to be simple

|

enough; however,

computer ifone ofthese
ROMs is defective,
either because ofthe
program itselfor due to
a production fault, or by
mishandling during the
fitting ofthe ROM.
Obviously there is no
way oftesting

cases of faulty ROMs causing
damage. Since they are only
memory devices, it would
seem unlikely that a dodgy one
would do anything more
serious than crash the system,
if you are really nervous, you
could install a RAM board in a

sideways ROM socket, and
copy your ROM software into

it! Damage could, however, be
done by incorrect insertion of
ROMs, bending or breaking
legs, and so on.

Both the BBC and ROMs
t

i
are surprisingly robust, but

We haven’t come across any reputable dealer should be
anyone offering UCSD Pascal willing to fit a ROM for you if
for the BBC yet. HCCS’s

|

you arc worried. All the
Pascal-T is a Pascal subset in

j

ROM-based software that we
ROM, and doesn’t support

|

have seen has been supplied
with clear fitting instructions.

j

opinions seem to vary as beforehand. Any
to whether anydamage £A Allchin, Bridgewater
can be done to a We haven’t come across any

\ACADEMFC CHOICE
|

lam going to do some
Open University

(

computing courses over
I
the next two or three
years.Iam willing to
spend up to about £1 ,500
on hardware and £500 on
software. I must be able
to program in UCSD
Pascal, Structured-
Basic and assembly
language. I am also
interested in Lisp - what
machine would you
recommend? Also, how
close isHCCS Pascal-T
toUCSD Pascal?
DH Robinson. UkUy.

disk drives and printer would disk version.
be a good choice and well •

.

within your budget, but Pascal- Tcosts£59 texc. VA T)

wouldn’t quite meet your from:
specification. BBC Basic offers HCCS Associates,
structuring in the form of 533 Durham Rood

rf,T
L l0°P

j
and f“‘ Low Fell. Gotesheod,

Tel: 106321 821924.

DRIVESWAP
records, sets or reals. It

piles down to threaded-inter-

pretive code; and if it sounds
like Forth it’s not surprising,

as this Pascal compiler was
written in Forth I use Pet 4032 and 4040
Acomsoft’s S-Pascal is also drives in a school; we

a subset, compiling down to will shortly take
6502 machine code, rather delivery ofa BBC Band
than the UCSD P-system. It is disk interface. I feel it

not yet available at the time of should be possible to use
writing. However, Acornsoft’s the 1MHz bus to send
Lisp is available at £16.85 for and receive the signals

' £19.90 for the to use our 4040 disk
drive. We cannot afford
BBC compatible drives
at the moment (and I

prefer the Commodore
system in any case). Is it

feasible andhow should
it be done?

We have been (pleasantly) sur-
prised to find that disk drives

Answers

WHICH VDU
COMMAND
Acorn’s ViewROM
supports
programmable high-

I

lights; Epson printer
driver supports a
enhanced 132 character
typeface. What is the
V/ewcode for this effect?

The following line, entered
from Basic, will put the Epson
into 132 character mode;
VDU2.1 ,27,1,80,1 ,3,3.

Unfortunately, you cannot
enter VDU commands once you
are in View, and to cap it all,

the Epson printer driver resets

the printer back to its default

starting values every time a

print is begun. This means
that it is reset to 80 column
mode. We examined Acorn-
soft’s Epson printer driver,

and it is a very complex piece
of code. It would have been
nice to be able to amend it so
that the 132 column option
would be one of the highlight

codes, but we were unable to

achieve this. However the fol-

lowing steps will create an
Epson driver that does not
reset the printer back to 80
columns:
•LOADEPSON 1 BOO

•SAVEEPSON 1 1600 + 100
The procedure will then be

to enter the VDU command

from other computers have
worked successfully with our
BBC Micro. Drives that have
been used with a Nascom and
with a Pet (using a Compu-
think disk system) were able to

be plugged straight into the

BBC disk interface and used.
All the drives used were
Shugart standard, and it may
be that your drives are the
same. Trying to use the 1MHz
bus would take you down a
very non-standard road. If

your drives don’t work, then
remember that drives are get-

ting cheaper all the time, so
you may soon be able to afford

COMPUTER ANSWERS
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TheBBC Micro can now give your
children a private education.

The BBC Microcomputer now accounts for 80% ofthe

computers being ordered under the current D.O.I. Primary
School Scheme.

It’s also the computer which a rapidly increasing

number of people are choosing for their homes.
One of the reasons for its success is that it makes

learning highly entertaining for everybody. From children

who are getting to grips with the alphabet, to adults who
want a gentle but intensive introduction to the complex
world of computing.

Now, there’s a substantial new catalogue ofeducational

programs specially for the BBC
Microcomputer.

It has been developed by
Acomsoft, the software division of

AcornComputerswhomanufacture
theBBC Micro.

A chance to teach the Mien a thins

With the Animal, Vegetable, Mineral program, the

children can get the computer guessing.

They think of an object The BBC Micro has to decide

what it is.

If it doesn’t cc

keep giving it hints.

In doing so, they are encouraged to question the

difference between such things as crocodiles and alligators,

or whether oil is vegetable or mineral.

The program also encourages them to consult refer-

le up with the answer, the children ca

Making faces without getting
scolded.

With the new Pacemaker
program, your children can make
over a million faces. It’s like an identi-kil, allowing thi

depict anyone they want They start by choosing the eyes.

Then they can choose the mouth, the ears, the nose, the

facial outline and the hairstyle.

And if they really fancy dressing up, they can add
earrings and hats.

In doing all this, they learn to read and spell, as well as

developing their powers of description.

The money program, tun games for the price of one.

Mr.T. is an engaging little figment of the microchip

'ho can teach your children all the complexities of our
coinage system.

His Money Box program has two games, each ofwhich
an be played at different levels.

In Money Match, the challenge is to collect a set of

oins, matching them according to shape, size and value.

In Money Box, you can give your child and Mr.T. a
helping hand to get all the coins on the screen into the box.

(It's always different, because the coins on the screen are

based on the small change you have to hand.)

* books so that they c£

tough questions.

Questions on Julius ( m J. Julius Non
John Julius Norwich’s History Quiz is one of the 1

BBC Micro Grandmaster quiz series which also covers

theatre, crime and detection, music, science fiction and
royalty.

On the history front, there are 300 brain-testing

questions, covering all aspects of British history from Julius

Caesar to MargaretThatcher.

And to increase the educational value, Mr. Norwich has

posed the questions from angles which will give a broader

understanding of events.

For the full catalogue, clip the coupon.
There are thirty more new BBC Micro programs in

Acornsoft’s new catalogue.

For a free copy, complete the coupon, or telephone
0933-79300. Or ask your local BBC Micro dealer.

If you’re not yet a BBC Micro owner, you can get full

details of the computer at the same time.



Answers
]

I understand that it is

possible to make your
own leads to use an
ordinary tape recorder
with the Commodore
computers; is thesame
thing possible with the
new Atari, and if so,

CFPrice, Fife.

CUSTOM CASSETTE
The 410 cassette recorder is

not just any old recorder with

an expensive lead hanging

out -apart from the fact that it

has a two track head, it is also

modified internally. The Atari

computers record data using a
method known as Frequency
Shift Keying; the Atari gener-

quencies and sends them out

to the recorder and these fre-

quencies are sent out to a very

fine tolerance. The 410
receives the signals and
records them onto tape.

This may seem just like any
other computer’s recording

method, but the system alters

slightly when the data is sent

from the 410 to the computer.
The 410 listens to the tape

AH in the family: the Atari 800 is able to use VCSjoysticks.

4*.JOYSTICK^DIVISION

?

Can the Atari 800 take
the Atari VCS video
games and joysticks?

The Atari 800 will accept any

of the joysticks or paddles that

are available for the VCS
machine. It will not, however,

be able to use the cartridges.

The VCS and 800 use differ-

ent processors, and apart from
anything else, the physical size

of the things is too big for the

itself and interprets the fre-

quencies that were recorded

onto the tape, cither high o:

low frequencies. After listen

ing to the sounds, the 410
sends out an electrical curren

to the computer, which i

cither zero voltage for a binary

zero or 5 volts for a binary 1

.

No other commercial tape

recorder will have the ne

, ary circuitry installed. Com-

j

mercial tape recorders are only

able to send out sound
quencies and not the straight

voltages required by the Atari;

one advantage to this is a more
reliable load.

Adaptors arc available to

produce the circuitry inside

the 410 but we have only sc

them advertised in the US.
You could buy one from the

US, but by the time you have

paid for it and shipped it o\

you may as well have bought

the410or lOlOrecordcr.

Reliability is such an

portant consideration, tha

think paying the extra is p
ably worth it.
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WHICH IS

BESTDOS?
I run both Dragon and
Commodore 64 systems.
I hear that the Dragon
disk system will run
OS9 and Flex, and that
these have advantages
over CPM and the
Commodore operating
system I use now. Is this
so? (Principal use is for
a small business.)

Flex and OS9 do have advan-

to the foot that they were

designed later and take advan-

tage of advances in software

technology. However, CP/M
has one enormous advantage

over both these operating

systems -it has been around
for so long that there are liter-

ally hundreds of applications

programs which will run

under it. A combination of
Wordstar and dBase 11 will

cope with the word-processing

and file handling demands ofa

small business, but there are

plenty of other packages to

choose from. The choice for

users of Flex and OS9 systems

is likely to be more limited.

I DOUBLEDRIVE COSTS
Iam interested in
purchasing a Dragon
disk drive. How much
would a double disk
drive cost, and what
makes are available?

Also, what is the
cheapest graphics
printer on the market
for the Dragon?
J Ingleton, Kirby.

Dragon Data's disk drives cost

£275 for a single drive and
£385 for a dual. An alternative

dos system, these cost £299
for a single drive and £425 for

a dual. The two systems are

comparable in terms of disk

capacity, but the Deltados

system is more 'user-friendly'

o the

Microsoft Basic supplied.

As disk drives for the

Dragon arc a relatively new
product, disk-based software

is fairly scarce at the moment
but this situation is likely tt

change rapidly. The cheapest

graphics printer for the

Dragon currently available is

the MCP 40 colour printer/

plotter. This offers four colour

printing using miniature

point pens, and costs £149.50.

All the items mentioned above

should be available from your

local Dragon dealer.

The quality of print is qt

reasonable.

MEMORYADDITIONS
Can you addRAM chips
on a circuit board via
theZX81 cartridge
board to a Dragon 32?
Could you tell mehow
to add it to the existing
Dragon memory? Also,
is there a compiler for
the Dragon 32?

It is possible to interface extra

memory to the Dragon via the

cartridge socket, as all the

necessary address, data and R/
W lines are brought out at the

connector. The cartridge

socket connections arc exactly

the same as those in the Tandy
Colour Computer and are

detailed in the Colour Com-
puter Technical Reference

Manual (available from Tandy
at 99p). 8K and 16K RAM-
packs for the Dragon are also

advertised by Soft Shop,

priced £34.95 and £44.95
respectively.

One word of warning -any
extra RAM attached to the

cartridge port will not increase

the amount of memory avail-

able for Basic programs, as it is

not contiguous with the Basic

program area. It will only be
useful for data storage and
machine code routines.

The Spring Basic compiler

is an integer subset of Dragon

Basic, and it is claimed that

programs written for it

run 5-10 times faster than the

interpreted equivalent
|

grams. It costs £14,95, an

available from Oasis Software.

Oasis software also market a

Pascal computer, called Petite

Pascal, worth looking at.

Soft Shop,

66 Catherine Drive,

Sunbury-on-Thames,

Middlesex TW1 6 7TG.

Oosis Software,

Alexandra Parade,

Weston-super-Mare,

Avon BS23 1QT.
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7 COLOUR INK JET PRINTE
Logic seeking in

dot address mode I
£499
With Centronics parallel interface

and free BBC Micro dump listing.

Also prints overhead transparencies.

Options available:

• Buffered RS232 interface.

• Viewdata & RS232 interface.

• Apple II interface.

• IBM PC dump.

Church Gresley. Burton-on-Trent, Staffs DE11 9PT Dealers. OEM & Educational
Tel: 0283 215432 Telex: 377106 Rm« Roundsim enquiries welcome
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Answers 1 MANUAL UNMANGLED
DISPLAY
IS DIS-
ARRAYED
Iown an Oric 1 , andam
having difficulty tuning
it in to a 26 inch Pye
colour TV.
There are two

problems: no matter
how much I fiddle with
fine tuning, colour and
contrast controls, I

cannot get a clear
picture free from
interference; also, every
sound from the micro
produces screen jump. I

have tried two otherTV
sets with no
improvement.

The Oric 1 has two outputs for

video display: one to a tele-

vision and the other to a moni-
tor. AnRGB (red, green, blue)

DIN socket allows users who
want a rock-steady colour pic-

ture to connect a suitable

monitor to their Oric 1; alter-

natively, you could try a com-
posite video signal fed into the

UHF modulator, and a lead is

provided with the Oric 1 to

connect the modulator output

to a UHF television. A set

tuned to channel 36 will nor-

mally give a clear picture, but

adjustments can be made
using the control screws.

Two small holes on the base

of the Oric 1 case give access to

these screws. The silver screw

controls the bias on the signal

fed into the TV modulator,

while the brass screws controls

colour contrast by adjusting

the frequency of the colour

subcarrier. Many TVs give a

good picture without these

screws being touched, but

adjustment can be necessary

such an adjustment, first set

up a colour picture on the Oric

1, Next, using a fine screw-

driver, adjust the silver screw

until the picture is properly

centred on the screen. Finally,

satisfactory colour contrast is

achieved.

The interference to the dis-

play caused by sound com-
mands should disappear once

the display is properly tuned.

If not, the Oric itself could be

faulty, and you should seek

help from your dealer.

I’d like to know whether
to Issue a corrected
printingI’ve done ofthe
Oric user manual (with
full 6502 instruction
code listing); also, could
you tell me where I can
obtain the new op
system ROM, and how
much will it cost? Is

there a book on machine
code programming on
the Oric?
L Collam, Cleveland.

Oric Products International

has already issued a number
of corrections to the Oric 1

User Manual, but a new edi-

tion will not be produced.

There were a number of type-

setting errors in the guide, and

many Oric owners found the

details on advanced use of the

machine sadly lacking.

However, the new Atmos
manual is light years ahead in

both its style and content.

Written by Ian Adamson, and
published by Pan for Oric, its

approach is much less condes-

cending and its 12 appendices

contain fascinating facts on

ROM entry points, system

variables, use of the VIA chip

and much more.

The new ROM is at present

only obtainable by buying an

Atmos! However, Oric docs

have plans for an upgrade
service whereby Oric 1 owners

may send in their machines to

get a new keyboard and ROM

The Oric Atmos has a 13 command disk operating system.

DOSCOMMANDS
REVEALED. .

.

Could you explain what disk,

the separate Oric disk REN renames a file,

operating system save saves a file to disk,

commands do, and how
(ifpossible), could I use
them in Basic?
Philip Potter, Maidenhead.

The 3 inch diameter Micro
Disks for the Oric Atmos are

due for release very shortly.

The disk operating system

provides a selection of 13 com-
mands, summarised below:

BACKUP copies a disk.

COPY copies a file.

DEL deletes a file.

DIR displays the directory of a

DRV sets the default drive

number.
format formats and initialises

LOAD loads a file from disk.

PROTECT changes the protect

SYS reconfigures the disk con-

The commands LOAD and

SAVE are ihe Micro Disk equiv-

alents of the cassette CLOAD

larly, the STORE and RECALL

commands arc the same as the

new Atmos commands for

storing real, integer or string

arrays onto tape.

The Micro Disks are con-

nected to the Atmos via the

expansion socket. This port

contains control lines which
enable the disks to blot out the

Atmos ROM, and provide

many new facilities. Therefore

the DOS instructions above

will be available from Basic.

fitted. Earlier reports from the

company that this would c<

around £50 have subsequently

been denied; apparently Oric

is currently finallising plans

for the upgrade facility, and
the end price will depend upon

costs of raw materials. It it

expected that the service will

be available from the early

summerofthis year.

any books specifically aimed at

machine-code programming
on the Oric 1, although Zaks'

Programming the 6502 (pub-

lished by Sybex) is a t
general-purpose standby, and
available from most good co
puter bookshops.

SOFTWARE
SOURCES
SEARCH
Could you tell me ifthe

number ofOric
software companies will

increase? Also, could
you let me know what
books are available for

the Oric.
Gary Butcher, Basingstoke

Although not much software

has been produced specifically

for the Oric 1, many software

houses have converted their

standard range to the machine.

Tansoft is the largest Oric-

only software house, ant'

details of its products can bt

found by writing to tht

address below.

A number of publishers

have released books on

Oric-1. A few notable titles

are: The Oric I Companion, by

Bob Maunder (published by

Linsac at £6.95); The Oric 1

and How to Get the Most from

It, by Ian Sinclair (published

by Granada at £5.95); Easy

Programming for the Oric I, by

Ian Stewart and Robin Jones

(published by Shiva at £5.95);

and The Oric Handbook, by

Peter Lumpton and Frazer

Robinson (published

Century at £5.95).

All of the books mentioned

here should be available from

good booksellers.

Tansoft,

Units 1/2.

Techno Pork,

Newmorket Rd,

Cambridge CB58PB.
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Free software,only£225.
If you own a BBC Micro, you can

now download, store and run programs

(transmitted free of charge via Ceefax)

with the new Teletext Adaptor, priced

£225 inc-VAT.

These programs make up the BBC
Telesoftware Service (which is intended to

become a computer software broadcasting

channel) and although primarily educat-

ional, they will soon develop

into general interest and
business areas.

And, as they will

change every two weeks,

you’ll soon be able to build

up a vast bank of top qual-
ity software without ever

having to putyour hand in

your pocket.

But that’s not all

the adaptor has to offer.

It also enables you to

gain access to the

normal teletext store

ofdata.This is differ-

ent to simply having /

a teletext TV
because it means

this data can now be transferred to

memory and manipulated in any way you

wish (making graphs or bar charts for

instance).

It’s yet another development in our

programme to help you fully realise your

BBC Micro’s potential.

If you’re a credit card holder you

can order the Teletext Adaptor by ringing

01-200 0200 at any time or

0933-79300 during office

hours.

(You can also find

out the address of your

local BBC Micro dealer by

calling the same numbers.)

Alternatively, you

can order it by sending off

the coupon below.

Ti-i ll nir.il Specifica tiims

Access to Teletext and Telesoftware Services broadcast on
U.H.E channels E21 to E69.

Speed of max. data capture rate approx. 128k baud.

(8 lines of Teletext per frame.)

Height 70mm. Width 210mm. Depth 350mm. Weight 2kg.

Colour: BBC Computer cream.

Construction: Moulded top and bottom to match BBC
computer profile. ABS injection moulded plastic.

Controls: Four tuning potentiometers on rear panel.

Mains on/off switch on rear panel.

Power in 240v, 50Hz, 15w.

OperatingTemperature: 10° to 35°C.

Designed and manufactured to comply with BS415 Class 1

standard.

To: BBC Microcomputers, c/o Vector Marketing.
c#s

Denington Estate,Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.

Please send me BBC Teletext Adaptors at £225
each,inc-VATand delivery. I enclose PO/eheque payable to

Readers A/C, Acorn Computers Ltd, or charge my credit card.

Card Number

TheBBC Microcomputer System.
Designed,produced and distributed by Acorn Computers Limited.



An arcade adventure of awe-
some proportions. The evil

powers of hell have scattered
the signs of ZODIAC in the

400 chambers of THE ABYSS.
You have to find and recover
these magical creations and
fight all the way by annihilating

all those who stand in your

COMMODORE



How can I transfer files

between an Osborne
portable, IBM PC, and a
T199/4A, via a RS232?
HRJones, Netutotim,
Of your three machines, com-
munications to the TI99/4A is

likely to present the most
problems. The transfer of
files, both programs and data,

is a daily function, even
between quite different disk-

based machines. Obviously
trouble may well occur if you
try to transfer a program to a
computer with an operating

designed to run.

However, data can be suc-
cessfully communicated to

virtually any computer. If

your IBM PC has the CP/M
operating system, you can
get quite a way using the pro-
vided pip and STAT utilities.

With these it is possible to

re-assign devices in such a
way that one computer port

can be configured to send data

and the other computer to

ability that pip is normally used
for, (transferring a group of
named files from one disk to

another in the same machine).
If you have not yet investi-

gated the full range of facilities

of these two wide ranging pro-

, then this would be a

good incentive.

Even so, pip is not without
its limitations and it can be re-

RS232 TRANSFER
CONNECTIONS

uuu, ii is not very gooa at

coping with groups of files.

These problems are overcome
by a number of programs that
can be purchased specifically

for file transfer. A simple stan-

dard is the package BSTAM,
which is available from most
good dealers. It is very simple
to use as both the computers
have BSTAM installed: one is

set to receive files on a named
disk and the other is set to
transmit a named file or wild
card group of files. Providing
such things as baud rates and

will be no problems.

The main draw-back though
is that both machines have
to have BSTAM installed;

BSTAM has to be customised
for each machine (a bit of

assembler programming) which
may well be beyond the aver-
age user. The normal route is

to go for a dealer who has
already done the work and has
a version suitable lor the

more sophisticated package
without this need to customise
and possessing other addi-
tional facilities, is the package
Sapphire Link from Sapphire
Systems. Communications to

the TI99/4A may well require
a small specially written pro-
gram, but in the first instance
try Texas Instruments them-

Answers

Sapphire Systems,

I -3 Pork Avenue,

Ilford. Essex IG1 4LU.

Tel: 101) 5545082.

Texas Instruments,

Tel: (02341 67466.

MEMORYEXPANSION?
Which is the best
business computer for
under

£

600?
Is there a disk drive for
the Dragon? Is there a
32Kmemory expansion,
and optional CP/M?
Which is the best
printer for the Dragon?
Which is the best
word-processor under
£60?

FMurray, Belfast.

Nowadays, the term ‘business

computer' when applied to

Z80-based machine with two
floppy disk drives, with 64K-

* W running CP/M; or a
i8-based machine with
floppy disk drives, 128K

(minimum) of RAM, running
under MSDOS. Increasingly,

iort of systems are used

the mass storage capa-

Let's say straight away that

you will be able to buy neither

of these configurations for

under £600, so we are talking

about computers with the

capability to be used as

business machines. Without
doubt, the best value for

money should be the recently

announced Sinclair QL at

£399 -although at the

moment the only software
available for it is the four free

packages which come with the

machine.

As regards the printer, the

QL has two RS232 ports, so
your choice of printers is wide
open. The reason dual disk

drives are common in business
micros is first because floppy

disk drives are often of limited
capacity (although this is

improving by leaps and
bounds), and dual drives

enable you to have your pro-
grams on one disk and data

files on the other, and second,
to allow the backup of import-

ant data files.

Some disk operating

systems (such as Acorn’s
DFS) allow

CP/M’s PIP utility requires

dual drive for disk copying.
There is a disk drive for the

Dragon which is available

from Dragon Data, also a 64K
upgrade on a part exchange
basis. CP/M is not available,

as this requires a 8080 compat-
ible processor (the Dragon
uses the 6809).

You can use any printer

with a Centronics interface

with the Dragon, Epson
printers are renowned for re-
liability and offer excellent

value for money. As regards
word-processors for the
Dragon; Telewriter is highly
spoken of. It costs £49.95 and
is available from Microdeal.

Microdaal,

41 Truro Rood,

St Austell, Cornwall.

UPGRADE
TO WHERE?
I have had an Apple II

for four years, and have
been very pleased with
it. I want to upgrade to
another Apple, as I’m
impressed with the
reliability and software
available. I have thought
about a lie and III. What
d’y’reckon?

Of the three recent launches
from Apple, only the He
seems to have been a success.

The Apple III got rather a

h&If-heartcd launch, didn’t

catch the imagination of the
independent software com-
panies, nor sold in any great

numbers. We suspect the

Apple III is often used simply
to emulate the Apple II, which
is rather pointless.

Prices of the lie seem to be
falling again, and we have
found it down to £495. If it

continues to fall it may be a
better bet, because of the soft-

ware and hardware support,
than the BBC B. However, it is

still hardly new technology.

The Lisa got the most ecsta-

tic welcome when it was first

launched - ecstatic, except on
the price. It was initially

priced around £8,000, which
we now suspect Apple is

regretting. The price has
dropped a bit, but it can't drop
too much too quickly because
of the lack of credibility and
confidence that such a change
ofplan generates.

We have not used the Lisa
extensively, but have used the

Xerox Star system, based on a

similar idea, and was in fact

available quite a bit before the

Lisa. The machine and soft-

ware is very impressive, and
puts all current cheaper
micros well in the shade

(excepton price).

Apple seem to have quite

cleverly got round the prob-
lem by launching a new micro,
the ‘Macintosh’. This is a cut-

the fi

aggressive and sensible price

ofaround £1,700.

We reviewed the Macintosh
in the April issue of Computer
Answers (page 10), and suspect
that this machine is probably

COMPUTER ANSWERS





Tr
Animate youi Basic programs with Arcade speed Spritas

SIMONSOFT SPRITES VERSION 2

@ £12.95 each BBC Modal B

SIMONSOFT, 25 TATHAM ROAD
ABINGDON. OXON 0X14 1QB
TEL: (0235) 24140

prompt despatch

ORIC
We offer the complete B0500 system ready to plug into

your Oric tor just £299.95 (inc p&p & VAT)

Consisting of: 3" Disk Drive, Power Supply Unit,

Hybrid Interface DOS Master Disk containing

Word Processor, Demo Programs and Utilities,

and Operating Manual.

Or a Part System for use with existing 3" Drives for

just £99.42 (inc p&p & VAT)

Consisting of: Hybrid Interface, DOS Master Disk

(as above) and Operating Manual.

Also available: Maxell CF2 3" Disks £57.35 per box
10 disks (inc p&p & VAT)

SOFTWARE AVAILABLE NOW
Home & Business Package

Contains: Database
Household Banking
Fuel Calculator
Mortgage/Interest Calculator. Just £19.95 (+£1
p&p)

Contains: Pontoon, Golt, Horse Race, Diver, Mind-
bender, Sweeper, Target-Shoot, Hogger Bomber
With excellent graphics, full colour & sound. Just

£19.95 (+ £1 p&p)

MANY OTHER TITLES
AVAILABLE SHORTLY

FREE FREE FREE FREE

FREE FREE FREE FREE
The first 100 orders for a complete BD 500 system will receive

A FREE GAMES SOFTWARE PACKAGE
K

Complete systems @ £299.95 £

Part systems @ £99.42 £

.. Home & Business Packs @ £19.95 £
. Games Packs @ £19.95 £

Boxes Disks @ £57.35 £

J: Tyrell Computer Systems
Wellingborough, Northants

Allow 28 days tor deli
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TURBO extended BASIC adds

the following 45 POWERFUL,

EASY TO USE COMMANDS to

your Commodore 64:-

OF YOURCBM64
With

TURBO
45 powerful Commands
make pokes a thing of the

past!

SPRITES

BCOL
MOF
MOVE
MULT
OFF
PUT
SCOL
SDT
SPRITE

MUSIC
CLS
SOUND
SYNTH
WAVE

ONLY
£ 14 - 95 !

CENTRONICS i%St-

INTERFACE FOR THE :
^ •

COMMODORE 64

ONLY £29.90 '& P&P

CENTRONICS PRINTER
CABLES FOR:

BBC/ORIC/DRAGON
ONLY £12.99 inc VAT & P&P

AZTEC SOFTWARE
17 Station Road, Mirfield,

West Yorkshire WF14 8LN

TRADE & EXPORT ENQUIRIES
WELCOME tel. 0924 492826.



ICENTURY

MICRO WARS
ON THE COMMODORE 64

Humphrey Walwyn

HUMPHREY
WALWYN
A stunning collection of programs

both substantial and challenging,

with detailed documentation and

historical notes. These are games

which exploit the graphic

capabilities of the Commodore
64 to the limits, while at the same
time offering readers intricate

strategies and exciting

simulations to fire the imagination

and tax the wits.

Thegames include:

Dreadnought
Waterloo

Torpedo bomber
Plus ancient warfare; strategic

warfare in 19th century

Europe, and the American Civil

War

£5.95 192pp

Available through allgood bookshops

ORDER FORM

To: George Philip Services Ltd.

Amdaie Road, Wick, Littlehampton,

West Sussex BN177EN

1 enclose a cheque/postal order for £6.35 per copy

Please make payable to George Philip

MICROWARS ON THECOMMODORE 64

BY HUMPHREYWALWYN AT £6.35 PER COPY (post

Please allowup to 28 days fordelivery



VIZASTRR64
THE INFORMATION PROCESSOR
Spreadsheet Database Graphics

VizaStar integrates three important electronic
aids to your business orhome office.

A fast and easy-to-use package - VizaStar is a
comprehensive information processor that
includes an electronic worksheet, information
filing system and simultaneous on-screen
graphics.

VizaStar has been designed to incorporate
the very latest in user-friendliness - so now you
can handle your all-important information in

manynewwaysand in a quick and effective
manner.
The information filing capabilities

^ ofVizaStar enable you to store
your information onto disk in

an ordered and instantly retrievable form. This
means that you can quickly pick out individual
or entire groups of related information to
create lists, statements, labels or reports.

VizaStar is the ONLY program of its kind on
the Commodore 64. Completely consistent
with the VizaWrite word processor, VizaStar
provides a totally comprehensive office

system.

VizaStar costs just £99.95 (incl. VAT)
from your computer dealer and
selected stores. Please write for

more details and the name and
address of your nearest
dealer.

•-SOFTWARE-

VIZA SOFTWARE, 9 MANSION ROW,
BROMPTON, GILLINGHAM, KENT ME7 5SE
TEL: MEDWAY (0634) 813780
Dealer enquiries welcome.



nypciMl
IT'S PC COMPATIBLE

IT’S PORTABLE (9kg)

IT’S POWERFUL (16 bit)

7" INTEGRAL SCREEN

256K RAM, TWIN 5V«"

320K DISKETTE DRIVES

Includes ALADIN DATA BASE, MS-DOS, BASIC and ASSEMBLER
POWERFUL COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE

.
just 2 minutes from Oxford Circus or phone . . .01-580 5522

<S>=

ct

OXFORD STREET

S-E COMPUTING LIMITED
LONDON BUSINESS CENTRE
(2nd FLOOR), 77-79 WELLS STREET
LONDON W1P3RE
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NOW
AVAILABLE
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CD

The HULK Knowledge Based

System

A Brainstorm Product

by Richard Forsyth

It is thoroughly recommended . . .

’ PRACTICAL

‘It can genuinely help people COMPUTING

make sound decisions...' MARCH ’84

For the BBC 'B' at £29.00 inclusive

Also UNIXforthe BBC

The TORCH UNICORN with Motorola 68000 and

Z80B processors and 20 MByte Hard Disc

Orders to:

103a Seven Sisters Road, London N7 7QN

Tel: 01 -263 6926 or 272-3981

VIC PRINTER
VIC-20 CBM-64

FOR ONLY£68.95
Probablythe world’scheapest VIC/64 Printer! Puta

SinclairZX Printer (order Printerand Power supply (rom

Sinclair or many High Streetstores- R.R.P. £48) on your

VIC/64using the

SOFTEX PRINTERFACE
Costing only... £19.95+£1 P8.P.

Complete system . . . £68.95+£2.95 P&P.

Alphacom 32 Printer System £79.90+£1 .95 P&P

:»srza

SOFTEX COMPUTERS

COMPUTER ANSWERS
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£5.750
UUITHffdu^EnTRyTO

-H'M-HiH'M-l.

0OOOO
COmPETITIOn

*0 . 3-a PRIZE : PAINTBOX SOFTWARE

CREDITCARD HOTLINE 0382 88833
SOFTRICKS, 1 ROWAN PLACE, DUNDEE DD3 OPH
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I

n this last part ofthe Computer Answers operat-

ing system trilogy, we will concentrate on the

practical use of the more common systems,

covering accurate listings, the facilities available,

andany idiosyncrasies.

As these arc provided primarily for the end user,

we will not cover the system utilities such as debug-

ging tools, assemblers or complex text editors;

neither will wego into great detail on the language -

like facilities provided by certain operating

systems.

In some computers, the language (usually Basic)

and the operating system arc intermingled, and the

divisions between the two blurred; the Pet, Apple
and BBC being well known examples of this aspect.

The reason for this is that the language is an integral

part of the machine, usually in ROM, and not

loaded from disk.

In the next issue we will be printing cc

tables which summarize and provide a quick refer-

ence of the popular features that arc commonly
required. The text below will cover each operating

system in turn and detail the features provided con-

centrating on those not covered in the tables and
those that need greater amplification . A list

abbreviations are provided to enable compact te

and tables to beproduced.

|
r AfftF..

UNIT ADDRESS:
100-199 -diskettes.

200-299— Winchesters fixed ond removable.

500-599- printers.

UNIT ID'st

SB Backup diskette drive (see SSAVE and
SRESTORE).

$P Program unit.

SPR Logical printer (In single user this is a 500-599

disk drive for spooler output).

The DOS 3.3 operating system of the Apple is

simple system having a small number of con

mands. The machine has a unique ‘slot', ‘drive’ and
‘volume' disk accessing technique. The unit itself

has a simple bus - the disk controller card can be in

any of these seven sockets or ‘slots’, and each card

can support two drives. At initialization (forr

ting), a label and ‘volume' number can be applied.

If the numbering is used it will have to be specified

when sending some types ofcommands to the disk.

The directory lists hies according to their types; a

summary is illustrated below.

Type: Description: Creation method:
I Integer Basic program

file. SAVE
A Applesoft Basic

program file. SAVE
T Text File. OPEN andSAVE
B Binary memory-image

All the machines' main commands (INIT. CA'

LOG. RENAME and OELETE are covered in the a
version table. LOCK (and UNLOCK) is a simple delete

f

-system language.

-file utility.

-screen mapping and formatting utility.

INSPECT -terminal Inspection of disk files.

JOB -batch file.

JOBMAN —as above.

-hex file listing utility.

-program library utility.

-link editor.

MENUCUS-menu customization program.

-convert files from old (obsolete) formot,

-read native file (see SCPM).

OUTPUT -output file interchange format.

-page throw.

REMEXEC -remote file executive.

REMOTE —remote file interface.

RESTORE -restore from backup cycle.

-displays basic system information,

-create backup cycle.

SEARCH -search file for specified string.

-file sorting utility.

SPOOL -print spool file.

STATUS -displays system status.

-displays terminal attributes.
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I -change Input or output device.

-bockup a data file.

-compare Inputand output files.

-copy filets).

—delete output file(s).

-listany directory.

- list flle(s) in directory.

-print any directory.

-protect output volume from deletion,

-print file(s) in directory.

- release volume from scratch protection.

-releose file(s) from deletion protection,

-secure file(s) with password.

-verify any output volume.

-verify fllels).

protection, and is not a full password protection
system. The two commands PFWn (directs output to

a slot), and IN/tn (directs input from a slot) offer

simple device routing.

BOS

catcd single, multi-user and networking operating

system with many facilities. It would be impossible
to cover to any depth all the options provided (the

company use eight manuals to do this!) in a short

article. The system (like many others) has logical

and physical addresses; a summary of those used is

given in 1.

BOS has many commands but in general the

system is menu driven; a command is given and you
are then routed to an interactive series of prompts
which may require more commands or simply the

numbers of which ever units you wish the com-
mand to act upon. A list of commands is given in

Pig. 2.

Someof the 'main' commands have a seriesofsub
commands; the JF-file utility-is one of these. It

has a total of 38 options, we have listed some of
those ofmost interest to a casual userof the system.

PUN: Send Information - papertape punch.

PHYSICAL:—

BAT: Batch, console In from RDR: cc

CRT: Console (Cathode Ray Tube).

UC1: User defined console.

UL1: User list device.

UP2: User punch number 2.

UR2: User readernumber 2.

Valid Aulenments:

CON: = BAT: OR CRT: OR TTY: OR UC1

:

LST:= CRT: OR LPT: OR TTY: OR UL1

:

PUN: - PTP: OR TTY: OR UP1: OR UP2:

RDR: - PTR: OR TTY: OR UR1 : OR UR2:

DIR - Displays all files on logged drive.

DIR d: — Displays all files on drive d.

DIR atn/uln- Displays selected files.

ERAafn/Ufn - File eras*command.

PIP d: • d: atn/uln [options]

n -get data (files) from user number n.

REN new ufn = old ufn File rename utility.

SAVEnufn Save npages (256 bytes) toa disk file.

STAT -displays disk drive unused space.

STAT DEV: -displays actual devices assigned.

STATVAL: -displayscommand summary/

STAT log:= phy: -assigns logical to physical devices.

STATd:=R/0 -sets drived to read only.

STAT d:atn/ufn - displays files sizes and status.

STAT d:aln/utnSR/0- sets filets) specified to reod only.

STATd:afn/ufn$R/

W -sets file(s) specified to read/ write.

STAT d:atn/ufn

SUBMIT ufasub

-change to user number n (0- 1 5).

Fig. I (Far iaft) shows a

summary ofBOS
addresses; Fig. 2 (ditto)

contains the main BOS

left} shows the BOS sub-

commands; Fig. 4 (left}

shows CP/M 2.3

command functions and

One of the unique facilities of BOS is the ability

within the operating system to produce a screen-

based menu. This makes the design of a turnkey
system very easy.

The single uscr/single tasking systems from Digital

Research have many underlying similarities. 'DIR'

has the same basic effect across the whole range;

however in some varieties a command may have
some extra facilities, CP/M 3.0 for example,
expands this to the powerful DIR (FULL) option.

' '
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CHKOSK -simple display of disk and memory status.

COMP (d:) (aln/ufn) {d.} {atn/utn} -compare files.

COPY {options} (d:) {atn/utn) (options) {d:} (atn/utn) (options) -

.

DEL (d:) (atn/utn) -file delete commond.

REN (d:) (old afn/utn) (new atn/utn) rename utility

TYPE (d:) (utn) -dlsploys the contents of o file to the screen.

KtHDIR (d:>

CHDIRfd:}

ECHO ON/OFF

TREE(d:){/F)

TIFYON/OFF

-disploys current directory path (CHOIR = CD),

-change current directory.

-enable or disable screen display during batch

operations.

-batch goto label.

-creates a sub directory (MKDIR = MD).

(RMDIR = RD).

also lists the file in each directory.

-disk write verify, toggle on or off.

Fig. 7(above left) contains

a list ofMS/PCDOS 1/2

right) lists the batch

commands; Fig. 9 (left)

shows the P-System

options.

i,
. 3.0 (or CP/M Plus as it is also called) is the

version of the 8-bit CP/M series following

CP/M 2.2. It incorporates many improvements
which bring it close to CP/M 86 and CCP/M, and
some that set it apart. The basic DIR, ERA, PIP, REN,

SUBMIT, TYPE and USER are the same; however, a

number, such as DIR are extended. In addition,

new commands arc introduced, these are

S, COPYSYS, DATE, DEVICE, GET, HELP, INIT-

UT, SET, SETDEF and SHOW. We will cover

each new command in turn after providing details

of the extra options provided on the ‘old’ com-
mands (given in Fig. 6).

CP/M 86
This has many similarities to the other CP/Ms; the

equivalents are DIRS to DIRSYS, COPYDISK to

COPYSYS, and TOD to DATE. The following facili-

ties have already been covered elsewhere. DIR, ERA,
PIP,REN, SUBMIT, TYPEand USER.

Concurrent CP/M has many similarities to MP/M

MSDOS and PCDOS are very similar, the only

major differences being the machine specific com-
mands, such as port attribute setting therefore

these will be omitted from the discussion. To save

space we will henceforth refer to both systems as

MSDOS. MSDOS 1 is very similar to the basic

versions of CP/M (2.2 and 86), but has fewer

In addition to the commands (in Fig. 7.) MSDOS
2 incorporates many UNIX-like features and an

extended batch facility. The directory now incor-

porates a UNIX type tree stucture, and therefore

if a file is to be accessed which is not in the current

(or working) directory then to find it a 'path name’
must be provided. This path name must proceed

any file name in command, if required. The path

name consists of the sub directory name separated

by a backslash '
\

’. If the line starts with the

backslash then the path begins at the root (top

most) directory.

OIRI \ DIR2
\
d!r3

\
FILENAME.EXT-PATH NAME

\
DIR1 \ DIR2 \ DIRS \ FILENAME.EXT - PATH NAME

STARTING AT THE ROOT
The Batch command has been greatly extended

with the addition of IF. GOTO replaceable para-
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CAN YOU HANDLE THE ULTIMATE?
THE MOST AMAZING PROGRAMMES,THE SMOOTHEST

ACTION, THE HIGHEST RESOLUTION GRAPHICS?
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New-SinclairQL
There's no comparison chart, b<

The Sinclair QL has

128KRAM. Big deal?

Several micros offer 128K RAM, or

more, as standard.The'What Micro?'

Exclusive: new QDOS
operating system

No competition! QDOS setsa new
standard in operating systems for the

68000 family of processors, and may
]

well become the industry standard.

QDOS is a single-user, multi- I

tasking, time-sliced system using I

Sinclair's new SuperBASIC as a

command language.

One of its most significant

features is its very powerful multi- I

tasking capability - the ability to run I

several programs individually and

simultaneously.lt can also display the I

results simultaneously in different I

portions of the screen. These are I

features not normally available on

computers costing less than £7,000. 1

to expand to 640K. That’s a lot of

bytes to the poundl

The Sinclair QL has

a 32-bit processor.

Who else?

New professional

keyboard



£399
, because there's no comparison!

Advanced new friendly

language - Sinclair

SuperBASIC

The new Sindair SuperBASIC
combines the familiarity of BASIC with

a number of major developments
which allow the QL’s full power to be

tendability allows new procedur

beadded which will work in

the same way as the comm;
.

cedures built into the ROM;

Included - superb professional software

The suite of four programs is written by Psion specially for the QL and
incorporates many major developments. All programs use full colour. an<
data is transportable from one to another. (For example, figures ca
transferred from spreadsheet to graphics

‘ • •

fAford-processing Business graphics

w standard of

excellence, QL Quill uses the power ol

the QL to show on the screen exactly

what you key in,and to print out
exactly whatyou seeon the screen.

A beginner can be usingQL
Quill for word-processing within

QL Easel is a high-resolution colour

program so easy to use you probably
won't refer to the manual! It handles
anything from lines, shaded curves or
histograms to overlapping or stacked
bars or pie charts QL Easel does not
require you to format your display

before entering data; it handles design

and scaling automatically or under

New - the Sinclair QLUB
The QLUB is theQL Users Bureau.

Membership isopen to all QL owners
r

an annual subscription of £35,

update to each of the four programs

supplied with the Ql,and six

bi-monthly newsletters Sinclair has

also made exclusive arrangements

for QLUB members to obtain soft-

The Sinclair QL challenge

If you're seriously considering any
other computer, post the coupon fora
blow-by-blow comparison tAfe'll take

a publishedcomparison chart for the
machine you're considering (not one
we've created ourselves) and give you
the Sindair QL figures detail by detaiL

Take action today!

To order by mail
- complete the coupon and send



Keeping
itCLEAN

I

t is amazing how inspiring a sparkling clean

micro can be - just remember when you first got

it! A clear screen can literally be less of a head-

ache than a filthy one; however, the biggest advan-

tage to be gained from a well-maintained micro,

apart from pieceofmind, is reliable data loading.

The most interesting part of our investigation

concerned data recorder cleaners. The majority of

these are quite understandably supplied by the

same manufacturers who service the audio market,

and the difference between these markets is signifi-

cant: while the audio world places a good deal of

emphasis on the tone head, the pinchroller and cap-

stan are more important to the computer world. If

dirty, these two parts of the recorder can affect tape-

speed and prevent accurate data read/writing. A
clean tonehead is not as critical

.

The cheapest form of data (cassette) recorder

cleaner is the cloth-ribboned cassette type. These

tend to get dirty very quickly and therefore need

frequent replacement. There is also a danger that

the abrasive action of rubbing previously collected

dirt across the head will scratch it.WH Smith sells

a Bib-made data cassette head cleaner which comes

with a small tube of cleaning fluid. At £1.99 (inc.

VAT), it represents a reasonable compromise

between the dry and wet schools of cleaning

thought. Presumably, if your cloth/cassettc

out before you run out of fluid you could buy just

A rather different approach to head cleaning is

taken by Allsop (available from Three Marketing).

It has a computer deck cleaner in the form of a

transparent cassette case; instead of a cloth tape,

this cleaner has a set offelt pads onto which the user

sprays the special cleaning fluid supplied. A series

of cogs cause the tone head pad to automatically

wipe off the debris. When we tested the Allsop

cleaning cassettewe found that it became dirty very

quickly; therefore, ifyou are serious about keeping

your data recorder dean, we’d recommend Allsop’s

audio version, as the pads arc replaceable and asfew

(if any) data recorders have twin capstans, you in

effect already have a spare. Allsop makes the audio

version deliberately so that the capstan pads clip in

and out, making them disposable.

Despite the praise just heaped on Allsop

products, a cotton bud soaked in a good cleaning

fluid could still find oxide that the cassette had

missed, but for sheer convenience the cleaning

cassettes win hands down. Good news for Epson

-HX20 owners is that Allsop also makes a micro

cassette version of its cleaning cassette.

Micro owners with more money can afford disk

drives instead of cassette, and this seems reflected in

the price of drive head cleaners - the cheapest com-

plete system we spotted was around £10 or £6 for

just a disk. Just like cassette cleaners, completely

dry disk drive cleaners arc available: Inmac does

one, which doesn’t require the user to add solvent.

The ’dry’ method of cleaning has its advantages in

that the user does not get solvent everywhere.

On the other hand, the danger with dry cleaning

I is again abrasion - particles of dirt cleaned off will

scratch the drive head. The way out of this is to pro-

vide disposable cleaning disks which slip inside the

disk jacket. The cleaning disk can be sprayed by the

user or come pre-saturated in a sachet (the latter

being more expensive).

When buying, ask whether the cleaning disk is

suitable fordouble sided disk drives. Few manufac-

turers sell single-side-only disk cleaners, but

point to check. Automation Facilities, which makes

the Floppidene head cleaners, claims that other

manufacturers use too thick a knock-out for double

sided drives. This can lead to the cleaning disk fail-

ing to clean a single drive properly. To overcome

this Automation uses a peel-off label. (Frankly, w-

didn’t come across this problem ourselves.)

The Clean Cycle kitfrom Inmac Ipriced £32).

There is an element of risk in using disposable

disk drive cleaners in that the cleaning disk might

disintegrate and break up in the drive. It is also im-

portant for the solvent to be cleaned off the head

thoroughly. For this reason repeated u

same drive cleaner is not recommended - if the

cleaner looks filthy it should be thrown away

regardless of how many times :

through.
. _

At present only 5J inch and 8 inch disk drive

cleaners are on the market. The big cleaning co

panics are developing items to cope with the new 3

to 3$ inch drives (many of which are now available

for the Beeb). Automation told us that it expects to

have a disposable disk which fits inside a cartridge

and should be suitable for machines like the Apri-

cot. For the present, a company like MAP will clean

the Sony 3.5 inch drives for you, should you ~~

Finally, there is an interesting dispute a

approvals for disk cleaners - obviously they can't all

have the only product approved by the big disk

drive manufacturers! Interestingly, MAP said that

it had ended up supplying 3M cleaning kits because

of the experience its own maintenance department

had when testing various makes on approximately

50 machines.

It was hard to find much wrong with cassette and

disk drive cleaners, but screen cleaners were so



Data File

thing else (when we came to trying the products for

ourselves). For a start nothing seemed to work on
'.e mesh screen that covers our Sirius monitor.
ACT said it used foam cleaner, but we came to the

rapid conclusion that actually taking the cover off

as the only way to clean that particular monitor.
We did try a roller cleaner from Action that worked
wellon external dust, but not compacted dirt.

OnCRT (glass) screens the purpose-made clean-

ing fluids we tried seemed to work perfectly

adequately. Brian Mansfield of Spray Systems
explained in some depth why he thought specially

formulated screen cleaners should be used. One
problem with using washing-up liquid (detergent)

and a wet rag is that everybody hates having smelly
rags around! On a more serious note, it is difficult to

preventsmears with washing-up liquid plus the fact'

t detergents almost inevitably contain salt,

which is corrosive.

Brian Mansfield also put a persuasive argument
against using the same kind ofsolvents used for disk

'ives onto the VDU screen. Most drive solvents

ic isopropyl, which is both inflammable and toxic

:r yourself or the micro. His own company's
product is formulated to be non-flammable and

ic, as well as including corrosion inhibitors.

When you consider that its Clean Screen costs

around £2.70, it seems worth the trouble. Auto-
n wipes which are

reasonably priced.

The majority of cleaning equipment manufac-
turers avoid selling their computer products in aero-
sol form for two good reasons. The less important
one for micro users is that aerosols mess up the con-

o beloved by mainframes.
re important is that aerosols often have propel-

lant gases which are inflammable. The by-product
of using pump sprays or just simple bottles instead

is that you actually get more foryourmoney.
The same sort ofargument can be levelled against

lint free cloths which cleaning companies supply.

Although they work, such cloths take up far more
room in a cleaning kit than they merit, and therefore

costmore than they are really worth . Unless you are
really fussy, using standard tissues or toilet roll can

it as good. The above does not really apply to

cleaning circuit boards, as they can be extremely

sensitive. In reality a tool like the Dust-Off 1 1 (from
Felling & Cross) would be the ideal piece ofequip-

ment to use. It uses a canister of pressurised gas to

blow away debris,and is priced around£25.
For general cleaning there are a variety of

cleaners available for removing the dirt from the

keyboard and body of the micro. The foam-type

cleaners seemed to work very well but a lot did

depend on personal preference. For instance, one
cleaner did a very effective job, but left behind a
rather unpleasant smell. Again, the special cloths

provided for this kind ofjob seemed very expensive

for what they were, and toilet roll would appear to

be just as good (and far easier to obtain).

Part of the reason for keeping your micro bright

and sparkling is to reduce the chances of dust and
dirt finding its way onto your disks or cassettes,

thus, it docs make sense to take advantage of the

anti-static sprays and solutions on the market to cut

down the amount of dust and static around your
micro. However, while this does seem rather OTT
for your average home owner, people who work in

nylon-carpeted offices might find them useful.

So far no real mention has been made of how to

clean peripherals like printers. For the casing, the

same foam and spray cleaners intended for terminal

can be used. To clean the type font there ore a var-

iety of methods that you can use. Inmac provide a

special font brush for removing the heavy deposits,

lighter deposits could then be removed with one of
their cleaning wands (a heavy-duty cotton bud)

dipped in solvent. A more sophisticated method
would be to buy special daisy wheel, thimble and
golfball cleaning kits from a company like DNCS or

Action, priced around £10.

When buying cleaning materials it does pay to

shop around. Spectrum shops sell a Leda disk care

kit which includes a VDU cleaner and air blast aer-

osol as well as disk cleaner for £12.95 (inc. VAT),
which seems good value.

Those microowners whowant tothoroughly dis-

assemble their micro to clean it, should try camera
shops for air blasters and lint-free cloths, while

audio shops arc alternative sources for quality

cassette head cleaners.

By Tony Dennis, deputy editor.

CLEANERS:

Bretton Woy.
Bretton, Peterborough.

Tel: 107331 264711.

6 Abercorn Troding Est,

Manor Farm Road,

Alperton,

Wembley, Middx.

Tel: 1011 903 3921.

Automation Facilities,

Wargrove, Berkshire.

Tel: (073522) 3012.

Consup,

33-35 Finck Street.

London SE1 7EN.

Tel: 1011 9283252.

Crowndata,

Sunderland Street,

Macclesfield,

Cheshire. SKI 1 6JF.

Tel: (0625IS 615050.

Disking,

Freepost, Liphook,

Tel: 104281 722563.

D N Computer Services,

Green Lane. Heywood.
Manchester.

Tel: (0706) 67567.

Inmoc (UK),

Dovy Road.

Astmoor. Runcorn,

Cheshire WA7 1 PZ.

Tel: (09285) 629819.

MAP,
1 05- 107 Windsor Road,

OldhomOL6 1RP,

Tel: (0611 6245662.

Password Electronics,

62 Normandy Road.

Tel: 10420) 86977.

Felling & Cross,

Wooburn Industrial Park.

Wooburn Green, Bucks.

Tel: (06285)28121

Spray Systems,

275-276 Argyll Avenue,

Slough, Berks.

Tel: (07531 33037.

Spectrum,

Burrowfteld,

Welwyn Garden City.

Tel: (070731 34761.

Stralfors Data Products,

Techno Troding Estate,

Bramble Road,

Swindon, Wilts.

Tel: (07931 37837.

Three Marketing (UK)

I Berens Road,

London NW105DV
Tel: (Oil 9692514.
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Exactlywhat
beenlooking

1.

A microcomputer is only as useful as the software package run on it. And -

until now - finding the package tailored to your needs (or your customers’) hasn’t

been too easy.

Now, Microcomputer Software Directory is here. It’s the complete guidt

for buyers and sellers, helping you both identify and - just as importantly -

locate the most suitable software packages.

We’ve included details ofover 3,000 painstakingly edited

business packages, as well as some of the more exciting games.

Finding the right package
Aglance at our twelve main category headings confirms

just how comprehensive Microcomputer Software Directory is.

3,100 software products are listed, under these titles: Systems

Software’ Utilities’ Accounting* Management Systems’ Other

Business & Commercial Systems’ Professional Services’ Industry

& Manufacturing* Retail& Distribution’ Scientific
0
Educational’

Government’ Games/Home/Hobby* Miscellaneous’

Each entry gives the package name, function, supplier, cost

and also tells you which machines it will run on.

Matching with your machine
Ifyou already have a machine, you'll want to knowabout

compatibility. So we've included an index by machine make and

model. And, just to make life easier still, we also cross refer

machine type with operating system.



Knowing where to go
There's little point in identifying the perfect package unless you know

where to go for it. Our separate alpha listing of suppliers provides all the

information you need; addresses, phone numbers, who to speak to,and an
outline ofwhich other packages are available from them. This section could save

you a few fn

Pinpointing

special needs
Some packages may be

tailored to the unique require-

ts ofyourbusiness or

profession.The quick reference

Occupation Index at the back of the

book can cutyour search time to

minutes. And ifyou already know ofa

package by name, just go straight to it

They're all indexed by title and acronym in

the A-Z index.

In short, ifyou want to find exactly what ]

what you’ve been looking for.

MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE DIRECTORY

w\



Ifyou own or work with
PC, you will want to read PCI

Magazine. And you are probably!
eligible to receive it free every.

month.

PC Magazine is the result of

;

joint venture betweenVNU
(the publishers of

MicroDecision, as well as

Personal Computer World,
What Micro?, Computei

Answers and Personal Computei
News, to name but a few), and the

publishers of the hugely successful
'PC' magazine in America.

May, the latest news and
st reviews from PC
nagazine in America will

be complemented by
extensive coverage of the PC

market in Britain, including

mpatible hardware and
software as soon as it is available.

In short, the best from both sides of

the Atlantic.

As a user of the PC, you can
qualify to receive PC Magazine

every month - free of charge. To
guarantee your copy, simply
complete and return the form below
(no postage needed) to:

PC MAGAZINE,
VNU Business Publications BV. FREEPOST 38, London W1E 6QZ

136

As the owner/user ofan IBM PC, I would like to receive
PC Magazine free of charge each month.

Name Signature

Delivery address

Date
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Machine
Code Master, by D Law-
rence andM England.

Machine code program-

ming is one of chose

things chat either tires

you with enthusiasm to

squeeze the last byte and
microsecond out of your pro-
gram - or leaves you cold.

For many applications, only

machine code is good enough.

The trouble is that program-

ming in assembly language is a

very time-consuming affair

without the right support soft-

ware -a monitor and
assembler.

Commodore64 Machine Code
Master aims to provide those

essential pieces ofsystem soft-

ware for users of the Commo-
dore 64. It also gives some
examples of machine code in

the form ofmodifications to the

Basic interpreter. It is not, as

the subtitle claims, a library of
machine code routines; sure

there are some machine code
routines in there, but primarily

the book is about an assembler.

Neither is it an introduction to

assembly language or assembly
language programming for the

6502 or 6510 micro processor.

Ifyou don’t already know how
to program in assembly
language you’ll have to look

elsewhere.

The first chapter ofthe book
covers a monitor program.
This is a piece of software, in

this case written in Basic,

which lets you examine and
alter the contents of memory.
In the old days, simple moni-
tors were the only way of com-
municating with micros - and a

tedious business it was. Moni-
tors still have their uses if

The n
disassembler program which
translates machine code pro-
grams into assembly language.

Ifyou know what you're doing
programs are marginally more
comprehensible in this form

handy utility both for checking
your own programs and taking

apart other people’s.

The rest of the first part of
the book covers the assembler
program itself, along with its

associated editor. Again, the

whole thing is in Basic, which
proves that it is possible to

write an assembler in Basic. It

also shows that it's not a very

good idea: even with the full

explanations provided, the

program is very difficult to

follow. This is not for lack of
effort on the part of the auth-

ors,although a few diagrams or
flowcharts might have helped
to illustrate some tenuous
points. The problem lies in

part with the difficulty of the

concepts - an assembler is

quite a complicated program;

mostly, though, the trouble is

the primitive unstructured

Basic of the Commodore 64,

which hides the concepts in a
mess of linenumbers.

One interesting point is the

provision of checksums for

each line of the program, along

with a routine to check them.

This should help trap some of
those typing errors that always

seem to creep in.

The second part of the book
provides some machine code
routines which extend the

commands available in Basic.

Reviving programs which have
been accidentally deleted,

removing superfluous REMs
and spaces and deleting mul-

tiple lines are some of the addi-
tions. In the process you can

learn a lot about how the Basic

interpreter works, though
again some diagrams might
have helped.

This book will give you an
inexpensive assembler for the

6502 and a good idea ofwhat a

complex program an assembler
is. Once you’ve got it running

the fun hasonly just begun.

ming, byPE Gosling.

O nce you’ve learned to

program, but before

you’ve gained the

confidence needed to embark
on writing your own programs,
you might want some practice

in implementing ‘real life’

problems in Basic. The aim of
this book is to show the reader

how to write practical and use-

ful Basicprograms.

The first chapter gives a

brisk survey of the features of

Microsoft Basic, which is used
throughout the book. Asone of

the more ‘standard’ Basics

around, Microsoft Basic

should present few problems,

but it’s as well to start off with

a clear idea of the language

we’re using.

The next chapter contains a

very useful set of programs
with bugs in them - deliberate

bugs, that is, which it’s your
task to spot. Some of the pro-

grams are quite complex, doing

things like hash coding and
string processing. It's thus

quite a challenge to get them
sorted out. For the more diffi-

cult programs sample input is

given along with the required

. output.

This would seem to be a

good way to get to grips with

Basic. You don't have to write

the whole program yourself,

but you certainly need to

understand what's going on if

you’re going to find the bugs.

Unfortunately no solutions are

provided. It would have been

gested solutions, both for com-
parison with your own and for

reference ifyou got stuck.

The next two chapters,

which together form about half

of the book, consist of a

number of problems. These
are generally of a business or

data-processing type, and
range from simple calculations

of billsand wages to more com-
plex processing of census and
address list information. In
each case a statement of the

problem is given. This is fol-

lowed by some general sugges-

tions as to how it might be
solved, along with fragments of

code where appropriate. Test

data is provided, as is a sample

of what the final output might
look like (some of this is a bit

over the top - with almost ten

pages of information on
imaginary houses to illustrate a

program for estate agents).

The techniques suggested

for solving the various prob-
lems are quite valid, but per-

haps more space could have
been devoted to explaining

them more fully; the book
seems to concentrate on the

generalities of the problems
rather than the specifics ofhow
they might be implemented.
This is not necessarily a bad
thing, it just means that you'll

need to be quite familiar with

to be able to take advantage of
the book.

If you want to look at ‘busi-

ness’ applications this could be

'

the right approach for you.

By Ron Yorston, a research
assistant in computational
physics.

Data File
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MUDMU)
PROGRAMMING FOR THE
DDD MICRO AND

Knowledge is worth more
than gold — add to your
riches with books and
software that give you
much more . . .

INTERFACING THE BBC
MICROCOMPUTER
Colin Opie 07 084724 X
Everything you could want to know about interfacing

the BBC Micro to the real world. From the general
and theoretical to the specific - including five major
hardware projects. Build a motherboard, user port,

analogue port. 1MHz bus board and a light pen. All

BBC MICROCOMPUTER
INTERFACING ROUTINES
07 084725 8

Software to accompany the above book. Cassette
tape. £9.95 inc VAT

INVENT & WRITE GAMES
PROGRAMS FOR THE ELECTRON
Noel Williams 07 084719 3
Learn the professional games programmers'
techniques! Four complete adventure games -

incorporating artificial intelligence -for the Electron,

described and annotated. Styles of games, design
and structure explained. £7.95

THE BBC MICRO AND ELECTRON
BOOK
Gavin Haines 07 084742 8

The ultimate programmers' reference! You could
spend months searching manuals and magazines,
and only find half the information included here in

quick-reference form. Valuable facts about the BBC
and Electron ROM's, systems, and programming,
help you make the best use of your Acorn computer
for fun, education or profit. £8.95

BBC/ELECTRON ROUTINES
07 084764 9

Useful programs from the book, plus a
Disassembler/Monitor. £9.95 inc VAT
Coming shortly, please tick box for details, and send
to address below with your name and address.

The McGraw Hill Computing Series . .

.

SILVER COVER: WORTH ITS

WEIGHT IN GOLD
Gel them at your local book or computer

shop or direct from:

McGraw Hill Book Company (UK) Limited

Shoppenhangers Road, Maidenhead,

Berkshire SL62QL
SI
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Dirty Heads Destroy Data ... use.

QFIoppiclene
The World’s Leading Diskette

Drive Head Cleaner

send for free Computer Cleaning

Wallchart
AUTOMATION FACILITIES LTD

EPSON

QX10

PHONE 01-337 4541

Concordia the experts
COMPLETE Bl

INSTALLED

Yes a complete system.

Accounting Spreadslteel ai

Concordia (Est 1971), give aftersales support

6 CENTRAL ROAD, WORCESTER PARK, SURREY KT4 8HZ

i
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HAVING TROUBLE
OBTAINING QUALITY

COMPUTER LENGTH
CASSETTES? . .

.

JP MAGNETICS CAN SOLVE YOUR PROBLEM

10 x C.15 for £4.50 + 50p P&P
CASH WITH ORDER

We are specialists in the supply of bulk
custom wound audio/computer cassettes

EDUCATIONAL AND
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

VERY COMPETITIVE RATES AVAILABLE
- CONTACT US FOR PRICE LIST/

QUOTATIONS NOW
0274.731651

Duplication facilities are available.

JP MAGNETICS LTD
UNIT 4. 7 MARY ST, BRADFORD BD4 8SW

TEL: (0274) 731651

Get smart with Mike James
and Newnesi

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

IN BASIC
Mike James

Artificial Intelligence and 'smart' computers are

hot topics in microcomputing. In this book Mike

James shows how to write Al routines for your

micro in BASIC. The approach is very practical,

offering a readable introduction for both

hobbyists and students.

Contents:

Computer intelligence - tact, fiction and future •

The heuristic approach When heuristics meet - the

strategy of competition • Thinking and reasoning - expert

systems • The structure of memory • Pattern recognition -

Language - Approaching intelligence

|

Sollcover 12Bpages 040801373 7 £7.50 approx
|

Available through all good booksellers.

Newnes Technical Books
Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent TN158PH

NEW
ZX81
SPECTRUM
KEYBOARDS...
28 SPECIAL
FUNCTION KEYS

Its easy to assemble too, you m
1 Screwdriver and 5 Minutes— Simple!

Available in a Ivory or Beige housing

with grey and white key caps.

WOKING COMPUTER CENTRE
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Bargain Bundled
End of Season Sale of Complete Apple Systems

All genuine Apple Branded products Full pre-sale

training and post-sale support available

* APPLEHe 64/CBUNDl£S V i Apple y„u
Professional Home Pack Price List Save
Apple He 64K, Disk Drive & Controller, TV
Modulator and assorted goodies £749 £1220 £471

Business Starter + Apple Printer
Apple He 64K, Disk Drive & Controller, Apple

Monitor, Apple Printer & Super Serial Card £ 1249 £ 1870 £621

Full Business System
As above, plus second Disk Drive and
80-column card £1499 £2195 £696

* APPLEHI2S6KBUNDLES
Basic System
Apple III with high-res Monitor, in-built Disk

Drive and SOS Operating System £1975 £2395 £420

Apple III + Word Processing System
As Basic System plus Apple Daisy Printer and
Word Processing software £2795 £3898 £1103

Apple III Profile System
As Basic System plus SMB Profile Hard Disk £2795 £4190 £1395

Prepayment only and subject to availability.

Special Terms and Prices for Educational, Government, Public 1

Sectors and PLC's. Call us for IBM PC prices.

10 Essex House
George Street

Croydon CROIPH
Tel: 01-656 8431, 01-6804484

Telex 943763 Computers

******************
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BETTERSAGE
THANSORRY

SAGE
Innovation not imitation

Send us just £20 and we'll

provide you with a try-before-

you-buy' Sage integrated

accounts program and easy-

to-follow instruction booklet

Try it in yourown time, without

showroom pressure or

salesman's patter. See for

yourselfhow comprehensively

efficient, yeteasy-to-learn and
use. Sage's one diskette

programs really are!

If you decide to buy. the

£20 is deducted from the

purchase price. If you decide

Sage is not for you. then at

least well have saved you the

expense of making the wrong
purchasing decision, if only

everyone was as thoughtful

as Sage-how many
software publishers have

enough confidence in

their products to match

our offer?

Try-before-you-buy' Is

available only for the

original Sage Accounts

program-lhe truly inte-

grated book-keeping/

accounting program w hich

comes on one diskette and
provides:-

• Sales/Purchase/Nominal

ledgers

• VAT analysis

• Monthly and Annual

accounts

• Age analyses

• Statements

• Audit TYail etc.

The Sage range also

includes more
comprehensive products like

Sage Plus-£525. Sage
Executive- £695 and Sage
Payroll -£195. They can be

seen and tried at any of our

650 UK dealers!

Sage is available on most
CP/M. MS-IXiS and PC-DOS

Why buy an
accounting

program that

might do the job

.. when for £20
you can try
ours first?

&*2047077

computers and has so far

been implemented on over 40
machines including Apricot.

Apple. Epson. IBM- PC. Sanyo.

Philips, Sirius and Zenith.

If you need any further

persuasion to give Sage a try.

perhaps the following two

quotes will do the trick.

"Undoubtedly the best value

Personal Computer World.

“The hottest properly in

business software." Micro

Decision.

Remember, 'better SAGE
than sorry,’



WE’RE HERE, WE’VE SEEN,
WE’RE CONQUERING!

Our DX-80 has the quality,

features and price which is

making it the hottest 80
column printer in the UK
today.

Not only is the DX-80 the
lowest cost printer but we
fix the sterling price so you
will know what you will pay
for each delivery

Our DY-40 daisywheel
printer is a 40 cps
(Shannon) device also of
unequalled value. Will also
connect to IBM or DEC.

SsS

Dealer enquiries welcome

SCSHouse, 9 Felracres Industrial
Estate, Dedworth Road, Windsor.
Berks SL44LE, England.
Tel: Windsor (07535)54717(2 llnei

V> ill : :i ! ii| i i :i Sambas Lid

//V

suss boo:
2nd edition

—

II the user specifically wishes 10 co
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Gill willy tnd Estate, Per

Cumbria CA1 1 9DN
Tel: (0768) 66748.

y BULLETIN
/

MICRONET
ng up CABB does not

met. When you are in

sionofa suitableMicronet

or, to log your questions

ter page no. *60014141.

tve question in form of

browsing:

ect VNU from Main

ect Computer Answers

he Editor.

m Network .00/75

Scriptor Court,

155 Forringdon Cour

london ECU! 3AD

Tel: (Oil 2783M3.

300, 1200/75. 1200. Full/holf

ATARI TERMINAL
rendotoTMlOO

•Illegal on British Te

to that yc

(400, 800, 600XL and 800XL)
to access CABB, Jonathan
Sanders has supplied us with

the simple program (Fig. 2). It

has been slightly modified by
Ron Stewart so that it will run

systems. The only catch is that

REM **#SIMPLE DOWNLOAD PROGRAM *

30 REM RUM - ENTERS TERMINAL MODE
40 REM START - BEGIN DOWNLOAD
50 REM SELECT - SAVE DOWNLOADED TEXT
60 REM OPTION - DISCONNECT AND END
70 REM
GO REM at*****************************
90 MEM=FRE (O) -100: IF MEM>32767 THEN MEM<
" : DAT* (MEM) =" " : DAT* (2) =DAT*
100 OPEN #1,4.0, "K:

"

110 TRANSLATIONS
120 D0WN=0: CLOSE #2:XI0 34, #2, 192, 0, "R: "

:

, 0, "R: " : XIO 40, #2, 0, 0, "Rs

"

130 SETCOLOR 2, 12, 2s PRINT "Terminal..."
140 STATUS #2, S: IF PEEM747) THEN GET #2,S:IF S>31 THE
POKE ADDR, S: ADDR=ADDR+1 : GOTO 140
150 IF PEEK (764) <255 THEN GET #1,3: PUT #2,SsG0T0 140
160 IF PEEK (53279) =7 THEM 140

:279)='J THEN CLOSE #2: XIO 34, #2, 160,0, "R:

#2, TRANSLATION,

0

> CHR* ( S ) ; : IF I

“ : END
180 IF PEEK (53279) =,

i 140
I D0WN=0 THEN I • 1 : ADDR=ADR (DAT*

)

:7 :? "Disconnected...

s SETCOLOR 2,2, 2:7 "Dow

190 IF PEEK (53279)05 OR D0WN=0 THEN 140
200 CLOSE #2:7 :7 "Save to device (C: or D: filer
210 TRAP 200: OPEN #2, 8,0, FILE*: TRAP 240
220 FOR C=1 TO ADDR-ADR (DAT*) + 1 S S=ASC (DAT* (C, C)

>

230 PUT #2, S: NEXT C:GQT0 120
240 7 :•)) "Buffer empty":G0T0 120

: INPUT FILE*

THEN NEXT C



NOW A TRUE SPREADSHEET, FUNCTION GRAPHING, EQUATION
SOLVING, DIFFERENTIAL PLOTTING, INTEGRAL FINDING,

GRAPH MANIPULATING, MATHS TEACHING PACKAGE IS AVAILABLE.

irs called Cartesian Ato it's kre fun than a gape.

HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS AN) EXCELLENT CECU-BTTATICN NEAN

THAT IN A SKRT Tift YOU SOLD ABSORB MOST CF THE CONCEPTS

RELATIIB TO CALCLLUS AN) TIC SOLUTION CF PCLYNCHIALS.

TTCN TIC REAL FUN STARTS

FROM

FIR BBC ‘B’ & APPLE lie,

Cartesian cos uc fcllwiw:

* HANLES TRANSCEICENTAL FUCTIONS, CIRCLES, aiPSES, PELYNEMIALS.

* fflAPHS FUNCTIW TO EXTR0CLY HIGH CR LCW VALUES OF X AXIS

* PLOTS DIFFERENTIAL ORVE IN CCNJJCTICN WITH PRIWRY.

* EXTRACTS ROOTS PRECISELY USING ICWTCN RAPHSEN tcnto.

* MAGNIFIES CURVES FCR FINE CCTAIL EXAMINATKW.

* OETERMIICS CEFINITE INTEGRAL (area under arm).
* SELVES CEWLEX EQUATIONS.

* ERINGS WITH IT AN 18 PACE BEQCLET WICH IS YELL VRIT1EN

AN) EXPLAINS Aa TTC IKERLYIN5 MATVEWTICAL PRINCIPLES.

* SPREA09CET FEAURE ALLEVE AWET IlfIN1TE TRAVEL UP CR

DEWN TIC X AXIS.

Price : cassette £24-90 di* £27-75 no., w
ND VAT ON IK CR NI ORDERS.

EMII0 Findrum, Convoy,

Co. Donegal, Ireland.

Dealers who are interested in hitfi qual

MAIL ERDER TELEPKXC 010 353 74 22286 BARELEYCARD (visa)

I, 010 353 74 22D25 & ACEISS VCLCEIC.

EIRE CALLERS DIAL 074 + LAST FIVE DIGITS,
itional software should write or (Are.
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X- MESSAGE STORE
AND FORWARD SYSTEM
The DATALINK 32 is capable ol pd

^ Special Introductory

Offer £365 incl. v a t

POSTAGE AND PACKING EXTRA

LIMITED PERIOD ONLY.

DATA LINK32
Printer Buffer ? YES

Store&forward ? YES

K.S.R.Terminal ? YES

Typical configurations may include:

patable modem IC99.95. ExcU. RS232
Keyboard (£89 ExcU Matrix printer 80 cps * KEYBOARD SEND AND
(€225 ExcU. RECEIVE TERMINAL Design

International
Ltd. DEANE HALL LANE.

SHAW GREEN. EUXTON,
CHORLEY. LANCS. PR7 6ER.
TEL: ECCLESTON 1025 7) 452197
TELEX: 6 7 746 7.

COMPUTER ANSWERS





Britain’s most successful computer

recruitment& contract staffing group

isproud tobe associated withthe

RRimSH
MICROCOMPUTING
AWARDS 1 9 8 4*

as sponsor of the

Business Microcomputer Award 1984

• 01-136 Mil Computer People London, VII House, 61-69 Si Merlin's Lone, London WC2H iJS

• 01-680 4013 Computer People South, 27 Gtorge Street, Croydon CR0 III

M 021-643 ISO I Computer People Midlonds, Alpha fewer, Birmingham SI ITT

• MI-491 1666 Computer People North, Sovereign House, Stockport Hood, Cheadie, Cheshire SKI 2LA

• 01 -136 Mil Computer People International, VII House, 68-69 St Martin s lone, London WC2H 4JS

• 01-836 84H CoOperotars, VII House, 68-69 St Martin's Lane, London WC2H 4IS

• 021-643 8732 Soles People, Alpha Tower, Birmingham SI ITT

• also offices in Hew York, Kentucky and Los Angeles _ „ , ,
.

The Market Leaden.

148L
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BLANK
CASSETTES!

TOP QUALITY
PROFESSIONAL
BRAND COMPUTER
AUDIO CASSETTES
AT BUDGET PRICES

Prices include VA Tpost & packing

LENGTH BOX PRICE (10) OTV

PROFESSIONAL MAGNETICS LTD
Cassette House, 329 Hunslet Rd, Leeds LS101 NJ
Tel: (0532) 706066

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

FOR THE BBC MICRO
SOFTWARE

FIG-FORTHIn8k Eprom logelher with manual.PRICEC34.72 + V.A.T.

LOGO-FORTH

HARDWARE
^ >

FOR THE EPSON HX20
SOFTWARE
FORTHROM including lulldocumenlation. £34.72

HARDWARE

Retail'S
e'° Ple85® Ph°ne '° rQU°'eS

HCCS Associates Retail sales also at:

(Please add 15%VAT * £1.00post andpackage)

Orders to:

H.C.R. ELECTRONICS
Industrial Unit, Parker Road
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 OES

i: Telephone Chelmsford (0245) 350188 (24 hours)

Its easy

to complain about

an advertisement.

Once you know how.

One of the ways we keep a check on the

advertising that appears in the press, on
posters and in the cinema is by responding to

consumers' complaints.

Any complaint sent to us is considered

carefully and, if there's a case to answer, a full

investigation is made.

If you think you've got good reason to

complain about an advertisement, send off

for a copy of our free leaflet.

It will tell you all you need to know to

help us process your complaint as

quickly as possible.

TheAdvertising StandardsAuthority.
Ifan advertisement is wrong,we're here to put

ASA Ltd, Dept 1 Brook House,

Torrington Place, LondonWC1E 7HN

/
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SUPERCLINIC

DataFile

Your questions answered on the Dragon and
Oric, plus reviews ofuseful new hardware
and software.

Find out which games to buy using our Hit
List games charts, showing the most
popular games for the most popular micros.

Over the past year and a halfofpublication,
Computer Answers has published a wide
selection ofuseful programming and
interfacing hints in the form ofanswers to
your questions. We arc picking out the
choicest of these, sorting and collating them,
to bring you the SuperClinic; a rich

selection of the best of the BBC, Spectrum
and Commodore Vic/64 answers.

FINDING THE ERRORS

We launch a unique error-checking system
designed to help you track down quickly and
easily any errors you made when typing in

Spectrum program listings.

BBC BOARDS
The Beeb’s memory is one of its most
frustrating limitations. Wc examine one
possible solution: plug-in boards.

SPECTRUM SOUNDS
Bored with the Spectrum’s BEEP?We
supply a set of routines that generate
convincing sound effects, an essential part
ofany game.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
siS&kjtVBfkb

)
1

1

!

subscription to Computer Answers - just £8.50 for 12

issues.

I would like to subscribe to Computer Answers. Please tick relevant

UK 1 year £8.50 Europe 1 year£26.50
UK 2 years £16.20 Overseas surface £18.75.

Airmail £65.00

BACK ISSUES AND BINDERS
Your past issues of Computer Answers will be a constant
source ofhints, tips, ideas, solutions, and entertainment in

times to come, so best keep them in good order and repair

by sending off for a Computer Answers binder. Each binder
holds a year’s issues and costs only £3.50, including postage

and packing.

Please send binders) at £3.50 each.
Please allow 2 1 days for delivery.

Please send copies of issues 234567891011 1213 1415 (ring relevant

AHHr„«
IJ I enclose a chcqjc/postal order made payable to VNU Business Publications BV
UPlease charge my Access/Visa/Diners Card.

1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 Signed:

Pleasereium lo: Subscriptions Dept, ComputerAnswers MAY,VNU Business Publications. 5>-55 Frith Street, London W1A 2HG.



Personal Computer makes playing, learning

working more tun, more fullfilling, more rewarding. But

when you put it to work, then it really means business. In

fact it's probably the cheapest way to access business

programmes through CP/M Software.

The games first though — enough for the most ardent

player. Some just plug into a socket at the back, with their

own 16K Rom module. Others can be played from virtually

any cassette recorder'. There are arcade games to sharpen

reflexes and test imagination. Educational programmes to

increase knowfedge. plus chess and other traditional games.

You'll benefit from the learning programs. There are

cassette instruction courses on writing programs in BASIC.

Other cassette"? get you and your family off to a flying start

into skills like typing, household budgeting, tax returns and

investment management. And of course there’s our own

instruction and BASIC interpreter manual.

Now to business. The Alphatronic PC is unusual in
1(

,

giving you low-cost access to a complete version of CP/M,

the world's most popular operating system for business d(
software. You just connect up one or two floppy disc drive; m
and a printer, then you can run a whole host of new

management programs: office word processing, business

accounting packages and financial planning — the choice

tremendous.
The keyboard is a real delight compared with

)o

competitive models. There are very few confusing multi-

function keys, and a really professional numeric keypad is h .

included. Six separate keys can be programmed and

indexed for special routines. And the full alphanumeric

keyboard is just like a modern electronic typewriter.

You may recognise the keyboard, because the



i try the Alphatronic PC.

I
Telephone:

TRIUMPH-ADLER
I
Triumph Adler (UK) Limit

Telephone: 01-250 1717
EC1M7AJ.

^Iphatronic PC is from Triumph Adler, leading European
•anufaclurers of business machines, who supply offices in

'^countries worldwide.
That means real commitment and continuity in

Kign, engineering and software support. For instance, TA
rake sure you can get everything you’ll need — ribbons,
- sionery, disks, upgrading peripherals — from just one

So you play and learn on the Alphatronic PC, and
ly good value for money. Or you can really make it work

ta)ou. Then you’ll really see what it's worth.

For you, your family and your business, get your
JtinKon an Alphatronic PC now.



you canordermoreforless

t

m conuwr
(OmPUTER
SERVICES
LTD. Tel: (01) 800 1796



TROUBLED

Spectrum 48k
Oric 16-48k
Commodore 64

Oric 16-48k

DURELLsoItu/are MAILORDER
available from

or order direct from
CASTLE LODGE. CASTLE GREEN, TAUNTON, SOM. TA1 4AB

Scuba Dive ner

Spectrum 16-48k

Oric 16-48k
Commodore 64, Atari

W. H. SMITH • LASKYS • GREENS at DEBENHAMS
BOOTS • COMPUTERS FOR ALL • MARTINS
SPECTRUM CENTRES and many other retail outlets.
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SERIOUS SOFTWARE FOR THE 6\

"^maGpie *.•>' 40

DATABASE SYSTEM WORD PROCESSOR

mHiunu us , invviunu, 9 1uvnvun i hul, sales lcuoek,
BOUGHT LEDGER, DIARY, EXPENSES, CHEQUE BOOK!

Now there is one proqram which con handle all these thinqs

MAGPIE
The most powerful Database System for ANY Home Micro!

WORDCRAFT 40 gives you oil the powerful Word Processing focililies of an office

system of a fraction of llie cost. WORDCRAFT 40 works with any printer and
because it conies on cartridge you can use it with disk or tape files!

SEND FOR FURTHER DETAILS NOW !

Audiogenic



Breathtaking Images From Disc

Or Cassette

Breathtaking Images From Disc

Or Cassette

-SpotTHe Difference
Happily for prospective

purchasers of the Microvitec CUB
RGB'PAL colour monitor there is no
difference.

This superb machine produces
brilliant pin-sharp images when used
with a micro computer, thanks fo a

screen resolution of 585 pixels by 452.

plusa bandwidth in excess of I5MH?.
Yet the RGB'PAI. also gives the
highest quality pictures from laser

discs. V.C.RIs and video cameras.
This is because the signal is not

modulated and then remodulated,
as happens with an ordinary T.V. set.

Add to this an audio facility and
the result is a colour monitor which

sounds as good as it looks.

Finally, perhaps the best news for

purchasers is that the CUB colour

monitor represents a real investment.

Howeverdramatically computersor
video systems may change in the

coming years the means of displaying

their output is unlikely to alter- you

can't improve on the best
Find out lust how inexpensive

quality can be by calling at your local

computer dealer. Alternatively,

contact Microvitec direct for full

details of the breathtaking range of

CUB colour monitors.

MICROlflTCCM

cub
rofSjR DISPLAYS


